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Introduction

his book in the popular Images of War series covers the deeds
of the Waffen-SS on the Eastern Front. From the outbreak of
war in Poland to the invasion of the Soviet Union two years

later, it provides a comprehensive record of the elite Waffen-SS units
that fought in the East until 1945. Drawing on many rare and
unpublished photographs, it presents a visual account of these
formations that fought in many of the key battles including Kharkov,
Kursk, Cherkassy, the defence of Poland and the Baltic states to
Budapest, and finally the bitter and bloody battles that were fought
through Germany and finally to the gates of the destroyed German
capital. The book will appeal to any reader with an interest in the
exploits of these hardened elite soldiers of the Reich.

About the Author
Ian Baxter is a military historian who specializes in German
twentieth-century military history. He has written more than forty
books including ‘Wolf’: Hitler’s Wartime Headquarters, Poland – The
Eighteen-Day Victory March, Panzers in North Africa, The Ardennes
Offensive, The Western Campaign, The 12th SS.Panzer-Division
Hitlerjugend, The Waffen-SS on the Western Front, The Waffen-SS
on the Eastern Front, The Red Army at Stalingrad, Elite German
Forces of World War II, Armoured Warfare, German Tanks of War,
Blitzkrieg, Panzer-Divisions at War, Hitler’s Panzers, Panzer
Markings of World War Two, German Armoured Vehicles of World
War Two, German Guns of the Third Reich and most recently The



Last Two Years of the Waffen-SS At War, SS of Treblinka, Höss –
creator of Auschwitz, Auschwitz Death Camp, Battle of the Baltics,
Battle for the Reich, Last Years of the German Army and
Concentration Camp Guards. He has also written over 100 articles
including ‘Last Days of Hitler’, ‘Wolf’s Lair’, ‘Story of the V1 and V2
Rocket Programme’, ‘Secret Aircraft of World War Two’, ‘Rommel at
Tobruk’, ‘Hitler’s War with his Generals’, ‘Secret British Plans to
Assassinate Hitler’, ‘SS At Arnhem’, ‘Hitlerjugend’, ‘Battle Of Caen
1944’, ‘Gebirgsjäger at War’, ‘Panzer Crews’, ‘Hitlerjugend
Guerrillas’, ‘Last Battles in the East’, ‘Battle of Berlin’, ‘Destruction of
Busse’s Ninth Army’ and many more. He has reviewed numerous
military studies for publication and supplied thousands of
photographs and important documents to various publishers and film
production companies worldwide.
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Chapter One

Poland and the Invasion of
Russia 1939–42

uring the early hours of 1 September 1939 the German army
attacked Poland. To carry out the invasion the force was
divided into two Army Groups: Army Group North, consisting

of the Third and Fourth armies under the command of General Fedor
von Bock; and the Southern Army Group, consisting of the Eighth,
Tenth and Fourteenth armies commanded by General Gerd von
Rundstedt. From north to south, all five German Army Groups
surged over the frontier and began to achieve their objectives almost
immediately.

For the invasion of Poland Hitler placed the Leibstandarte and the
SS Verfügungs Truppen (SS Replacement Troops – later Waffen-SS)
under the operational control of the army high command. Himmler
was ordered to retain command of the Totenkopfstandarten and
advance through Poland undertaking police and security duties.
While the SS took a very limited part in the Polish campaign they,
nonetheless, were active. However, their losses were greater than
their Heer counterparts due to inadequate training that did not teach
more professional, rational and cautious conduct on the battlefield.

One concentration of SS troops that saw extensive action in
Poland attacked from East Prussia under the command of General
Georg von Kuechler’s Third Army. Von Kuechler’s army made a



number of attacks south from the Prussian border in the direction of
Warsaw against the Polish Group Narew and Modlin Army. Under
Kuechler’s command were seven infantry divisions, an ad hoc
Panzer division consisting of SS-Panzer Division Kempf which
incorporated SS-Panzer Regiment Deutschland and four brigade-
size commands, all divided under three corps.

During the course of the first day five of Von Kuechler’s infantry
divisions and the SS-Panzer Division Kempf, nicknamed Division-
Kempf by its troops, advanced south at breakneck speed until they
smashed headlong into a number of well-fortified positions around
the area of Mława. Immediately Division-Kempf, that had been
leading the furious drive south, was given the task of destroying the
permanent fortifications which consisted of a number of heavily-
fortified pill-boxes. For the next few days Kempf, supported by
divisional artillery, became increasingly embroiled in a number of
savage engagements until the Polish forces finally surrendered.

By 5 September Von Kuechler’s force alone had captured 15,000
prisoners and were driving the Modlin Army back. Panzer division
Kempf had broken through and its spearheads were less than 35
miles from Warsaw. Already some forward units were reporting that
they had reached strong defensive positions on the River Narew. In
the following days there would be thousands of German troops
crossing the river, moving east of Warsaw.

Elsewhere the SS fought with great courage and zeal. During the
early part of the invasion the SS Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler was
attached to the 17. Infanterie-Division with the main objective of
providing protection for the southern pincer’s flank. The regiment
was embroiled in a number of fierce engagements against some
staunch Polish cavalry. At Pabianice, a town near Łódź, the
Leibstandarte fought off elements of the Polish 28th Infantry Division
and the Wołyńska Cavalry Brigade.

A few days later the Leibstandarte found itself fighting in and
outside the suburbs of Warsaw. The 103rd SS-Leibstandarte artillery
regiment saw heavy fighting along the Warsaw to Sochaczew road.
What followed was a bloody engagement, fought doggedly and
methodically, in and around the battered town of Sochaczew and
became known as the Battle of the Bzura.



However, more sinister activities were already generating fear and
terror among Polish civilians in the rear areas of Poland. Behind the
military arm of the SS-VT and the German army lurked the SS
Death’s Head groups or Totenkopfverbände under the notorious
Theodor Eicke. Three regiments had been deployed: SS
Oberbayern, Brandenburg and Thüringen. Eicke’s men quickly
gained a reputation and in a matter of days began eradicating by
means of torture and murder of those Poles who were regarded as
hostile to the Reich.

The German army was fully aware of the systematic campaign of
slaughter in the rear areas. Regular soldiers and commanders who
were not involved in these actions became increasingly uneasy and
concerned. A number of them actually complained bitterly to their
superiors but nothing was done to stop the killing. As a direct result,
the German army’s reputation, along with parts of the military arm of
the SS, was severely damaged by the Death’s Head units and later
the five SS Einsatzgruppen (Task Forces).

While Eicke’s Death’s Head groups and the SS Einsatzgruppen
roamed Poland murdering and pillaging, the SS-VT continued driving
eastwards and within days the Polish army was defeated. Despite
the rapid conquest of Poland, the resilience and the chivalry shown
by the Poles in a number of battles had caused genuine surprise
among the German troops, even among some of the most fanatical
SS soldiers.

The German march through Poland had taken no more than
eighteen days. By this time the Germans had more or less swept
every Polish division clean off the map, brought Panzer divisions to
the furthest corners of eastern Poland and outflanked and
outmanoeuvred their opponents with skill verging on brilliance.

As for the SS-VT, they had now tasted blood for the first time.
They had proven their worth on the battlefield and would reap the
rewards by their expansion for further fighting on the Western Front
and then in Russia.

Following the destruction of Poland the SS was expanded and
seven months later in May 1940 it would take part in the attack
against the Low Countries and France, in which its formations
consistently performed with tenacity. By mid-1941 the SS had



become actively embroiled in operations in the Balkans and by June
its divisions were poised ready for action on the Eastern Front, this
time against the colossal might of the Soviet Union.

When both the Waffen-SS and their Heer counterparts ventured
across into Russia as Operation Barbarossa was first unleashed, the
Red Army was a complete enigma to them. There was little
information supplied about the country they were invading, nor was
there anything substantial regarding the terrain and climate. The
German soldiers simply saw the Russians as Slavic people
comprising an inferior race. Propaganda had been effectively used to
‘prove’ conclusively that all Russians were living in poverty and their
antiquated army was totally unprepared for war. Even when the
Waffen-SS rolled into Russia during the summer months of 1941,
they were totally unaware of their immense undertaking in attempting
to crush the enemy.

Although the ordinary German found a huge contrast between his
own country and that in which he was fighting, they were all
completely unprepared for the unimaginable size of the country and
the distances over which they had to march. The soldiers were
amazed by the immense forests, the huge expanses of marshland
and the many rivers that were continually prone to flooding. They
were also surprised that the little information they did have was often
incorrect. Maps frequently showed none of the roads and when they
were fortunate enough to come across them, they were in such a
terrible state of repair that military traffic would often reduce them to
nothing more than dirt tracks.

Nonetheless, here on the Eastern Front classic Waffen-SS
divisions like the Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler, Das Reich and Totenkopf
won the confidence and gratitude of their beloved Führer. Every SS
soldier fought in Russia with tenacity and looked upon himself as a
member of an elite fighting machine that was superior to his Heer
counterpart. The SS units knew that their good training, effective
leadership and first-class armament made them a crack branch of
Hitler’s military elite.

During the first months in Russia the Waffen-SS pushed forward
and marched further east. SS divisions like Totenkopf advanced at
an incredible pace, covering Manstein’s furious drive on the left flank.



By 30 June Totenkopf had reached Dvinsk and spent almost a week
mopping-up battered remnants of the withdrawing Soviet units. From
mid-July to late August Totenkopf was once again engaged in heavy
fighting against Russian troops in heavily wooded and marshy terrain
around Leningrad. Almost simultaneously in August 1941 the 4.SS
Polizei-Division saw action near Luga.

Elsewhere on the Eastern Front in 1941 the Waffen-SS continued
to show themselves to be fanatical soldiers and often successfully
overcame the fiercest enemy resistance. The triumphs of the SS
came with the obliteration of five enemy armies in the Kiev pocket in
August 1941. It was here at Kiev that the Das Reich Division
distinguished itself fighting in the encirclement of the city. At the end
of September Das Reich found itself once more in the thick of the
fighting as it battled its way forward in Operation Typhoon, the attack
on Moscow. However, within weeks the Waffen-SS, like the Heer,
had suffered massive losses in both men and matériel. Then, as they
were poised in front of Moscow and Leningrad, the weather
deteriorated. A winter war in Russia was now inevitable.

As arctic temperatures set in, both the Waffen-SS and Heer
divisions endured their first Russian winter. Along the whole of the
Eastern Front, amid blizzards and temperatures below –40° Celsius,
they fought in chest-deep snow as the German front began to
stagnate. It would not be until early the following year that the front
would stabilize.



On the morning of 22 June 1941 the German war machine invaded the Soviet Union.
Forthis attack some 3 million Germans were used. They were divided into a total of 105
infantry divisions and 32 Panzer divisions. There were 3,332 tanks, over 7,000 artillery
pieces, 60,000 motor vehicles and 625,000 horses. This massive force was divided into

three German Army Groups. Army Group North, commanded by General Wilhelm Ritter von



Leeb, had assembled his forces in East Prussia on the Lithuanian frontier and this force
provided the main spearhead for the advance on Leningrad. Army Group Centre,

commanded by General Fedor von Bock, assembled on the 1939 Polish/Russian frontier,
both north and south of Warsaw. Von Bock’s force consisted of forty-two Infanterie-Divisions

of the 4th and 9th armies and Panzer groups II and III. This army contained the largest
number of German infantry and Panzer divisions of all three groups. Army Group South,
commanded by General Gerd von Rundstedt, was deployed down the longest stretch of

border with Russia. The front, reaching from central Poland to the Black Sea, was held by
one Panzer group, three German and two Romanian armies, plus a Hungarian motorized

corps, all under German command. This photograph shows a long column of vehicles
belonging to Guderian’s Panzer group.

A Waffen-SS general purpose MG34 machine-gunner well concealed in his summer
camouflage during enemy contact. Although still fitted with its bipod for the LMG role, the

weapon is mounted on the tripod for use in the static, defensive role and an MMG or HMG.
During the opening days of the invasion of Russia the Waffen-SS fought with skill and
tenacity. Every soldier knew that their good training, effective leadership and first-class

armament made them a crack branch of Hitler’s military elite.



SS troops during operations in northern Russia. It appears that a soldier is being
stretchered away to the rear for medical attention. In this region the terrain often comprised
forests interspersed with marshland, rivers and lakes. While the advance went well during
the summer of 1941, these natural obstacles sometimes made the drive eastwards rather

arduous.



A 5cm light 36 Model mortar crew in action. During the war the mortar became the standard
infantry support weapon giving the soldier valuable high-explosive capability beyond the
range of rifles or grenades. However, inaccuracy was a major drawback, it being an area
weapon. The mortar projectiles’ small size and weight gave inadequate destructive effect,

and so after 1941 the weapons were withdrawn and issued to second-line units.



An SS motorcyclist pulls alongside a light Horch cross-country vehicle. During the first six
months of the war in Russia most motorcycle units were converted to reconnaissance

duties. However, some were still used as couriers.



On a dusty road and SS troops pose for the camera with 2cm FlaK 38 gun on tow. Within
the first couple of weeks of the invasion of Russia, soldiers began to realize the enormity of

the land they had invaded. However, they had been told that the Soviet army would be
defeated before the autumn, and during the summer months of 1941 it appeared that their

plans would indeed bring an early victory.

A well-concealed SS FlaK gun position dug-in across a field during summer operations in
the Soviet Union in 1941. This weapon was very effective and had a fire rate of 120–280

rounds per minute. Strong anti-aircraft defences only came into prominence from



September 1941 as the Soviet Air Force started to inflict heavy casualties on German
divisions.

A FlaK gun complete with crew posing for the camera. The crew of such a gun normally
comprised the commander, gun-layer, range-taker, range-setter, loader and ammunition-

handler. When this weapon was fired the spent cartridge cases were ejected from the right
side and sometimes a rod and net device was fitted to catch them.



An SS column has halted in a village somewhere on the Eastern Front. The lorries are Opel
Blitz models. While the German drive through Russia had looked promising, by July and
August 1941 fighting around the towns and cities had become a fierce battle of attrition.
Although the Russians showed great fortitude and determination, they were constantly

hampered by lack of weapons and the manpower needed to sustain them on the battlefield.
Consequently, the remaining troops defending their positions were subjected to merciless

ground and aerial bombardments. The situation for the defenders looked grim. The ferocity
of the German attack was relentless.



An SS FlaK crew with their 2cm FlaK 30 gun on tow has halted in a field and the men pose
for the camera. The 2cm FlaK 30 gun was most commonly used as a light anti-aircraft
weapon by Heer, Luftwaffe and Waffen-SS FlaK units during the German invasion of
Russia. Most crews were relatively successful in downing low-level Soviet air attacks.



Waffen-SS troops armed with the Karabiner 98K bolt-action rifle, which was standard
armament issued to both the Heer and Waffen-SS during the war, can be seen approaching

surrendering Soviet soldiers.



Here in this photograph Russian partisans have been rounded up by the Waffen-SS. It
meant almost certain death for partisans if captured by the Germans. Although partisan
activity during the summer months of 1941 was regarded as minimal by the Germans, it

would soon grow, especially on the Central Front.

A light MG34 machine-gun position. This machine gun is perfectly sited and could inflict
heavy losses on an enemy advance. Throughout the summer campaign – and indeed for



the rest of the war – the MG34 had tremendous stopping-power against enemy infantry, and
troops continuously deployed these weapons in the most advantageous defensive and

offensive positions.

A Waffen-SS crew with their 7.5cm le.IG.18 out in the field. This weapon was one of the first
post-First World War guns to be issued to the Heer and later the Waffen-SS: it was light and
robust and employed a shotgun breech action. A typical infantry regiment controlled three

infantry battalions, an infantry gun company with six 7.5cm le.IG.18s and two 15cm s.IG.33
guns, and an antitank company with twelve 3.7cm PaK 35/36 guns.



A signalman operating a portable radio rests with his signal unit. This radio device was the
standard version used at battalion and regimental level. These widely-used portables were
carried by soldiers on a specially designed backpack frame and when connected to each
other (upper and lower valves) via special cables, could be used on the march. Note the
soldier carrying the cable on a reel connected to his back on a special frame. The signals

soldier was nicknamed the ‘line puller’ or Strippenzieher.



Waffen-SS troops take cover in a field during summer operations. Their distinctive summer
camouflage scheme blends in well with the local terrain and conceals them very

successfully.



A 15cm s.IG 33 infantry gun from a Waffen-SS regiment’s infantry gun company dug-in
along a path in front of a farm during summer operations in 1941. These offensive

operations were very effective against the enemy.



As early as the summer of 1941 the Germans were becoming embroiled more and more in
urban battles. In this photograph a Waffen-SS soldier is fighting among the ruins of a

building. He is armed with the second most popular German machine gun used on the
Eastern Front, the captured Russian PPSh-41 (Pistolet-Pulemyot Shpagina) machine gun.

The PPSh was popular throughout the Heer and Waffen-SS armies and these captured
weapons were frequently used in anger against their former Soviet owners. Due to the

dimensional similarities between the Soviet Tokarev and the German Mauser cartridge used



in the Mauser C96 pistol, the PPSh could fire either cartridge and was thus easily supplied
with ammunition.

Waffen-SS troops inspect two captured Russian howitzers. It’s more than likely that these
soldiers belong to an unidentified Totenkopf unit. Note the Death’s Head insignia painted in

white on the fuel tank of the stationary motorcycle.



On the same road Waffen-SS troops belonging to the infamous Totenkopf Division are seen
with captured Russian weaponry. Motorcycles and an Opel Blitz supply truck can be seen

stationary along the road.



Waffen-SS and Heer troops are seen in a field next to a downed Ju87D Stuka dive-bomber.
Foliage has been applied to the wings of the aircraft and the cockpit covered with sheeting

in order to break up the distinctive shape of the plane to avoid aerial detection.

On tow are 7.5cm le.IG.18 light infantry guns. Note the Totenkopf insignia painted in either
white or yellow on the Krupp-Protze Kfz.69 light trucks. These vehicles are clearly heavily

stacked with supplies for a long march.



A Waffen-SS 2cm FlaK 38 gun on an Sd.Kfz.10/5 halftrack during urbanized fighting. The
sides of the vehicle have been folded down for action. Note the ammunition trailer on tow.
Apart from its unique anti-aircraft capability the FlaK gun could be used equally – or even

more effectively – against light armoured soft-skinned vehicles, field fortifications and
fortified buildings. However, in urban fighting conditions these vehicles proved to be highly

vulnerable.



Inside a trench and a soldier can be seen preparing to fire off a shell from a 5cm light 36
mortar. A mortar emplacement such as this was often well-defended and used widely by the

Heer and Waffen-SS.



Two Luftwaffe soldiers pose for the camera inside a Volkswagen Kübelwagen Type 82. Note
the insignia painted on the mudguard of the vehicle indicating it is attached to the 4th SS
Polizei Division. In the summer of 1941 this division formed part of the reserve with Army
Group North and in August 1941 was embroiled in heavy fighting near Luga. It was during

heavy fighting for the Luga bridgehead that the division lost over 2,000 soldiers including the
commander, Arthur Mülverstadt. However, despite the bloody battle through swampy land

the division managed to destroy Russian defensive positions around Luga and encircle what
enemy forces were left.



A light MG34 machine-gunner overlooking hilly terrain, probably somewhere in southern
Russia. An MG group always possessed an MG34 light machine gun, around which its base

of fire was built.

A FlaK soldier from the famous Brigade SS-Nord estimates the range to target with his
EM34 optical range-finder, used to correct fire for the FlaK battery. Should the rounds fall

short or beyond the target, his task was to advise the FlaK-aimer on the corrections needed
for the battery to hit the target.



Infantrymen belonging to SS-Nord cross a wooden bridge through a forested area. It was
normally down to the special pioneer platoon to erect these bridges in order to get troops

from one part of the battle front to another without hindrance.

An interesting photograph showing a rifle squad in the same forested area, some of whom
are wearing mosquito nets. Note the two MG34 machine guns on heavy MG tripod mounts.

These weapons are attached to their mounts with extension legs removed.



Set up on a ridge is a platoon command post. Note the platoon leader holding the field
telephone with map: he holds the rank of an SS-Untersturmführer. These soldiers have

mosquito nets in order to combat the insects that constantly plagued forested and marshy
areas of Russia in the summer months, mainly on the Northern and Central Fronts.



A soldier belonging to SS-Nord cautiously moves forward, probably during a
reconnaissance mission. Smoke can be seen rising into the air, giving a good indication of

the enemy location.



Two photographs showing another reconnaissance patrol, probably by the same SS-Nord
unit. The undergrowth gives these men good cover against detection and their spotted

camouflage smocks blend in well with the local terrain.



An SS 8cm sGrW 34 mortar crew during a fire mission inside a forested area. Normally
each battalion fielded around six of these excellent mortars that could fire fifteen projectile

mortars per minute to a range of 2,625 yards. Aside from high-explosive and smoke-bombs,
this weapon also fired a ‘bounding’ bomb. It was very common for infantry, especially during
long intensive periods of action, to fire their mortar from either trenches or dug-in positions

where the mortar crew could be protected from enemy fire.











Eight photographs showing an unidentified SS-Nord unit embroiled in action during a fire-
fight with Soviet troops in the summer of 1941. SS-Nord was involved in the battle at Salla:

fighting in forested areas against strong Soviet forces they suffered 300 killed and 400
wounded in the first two days of the attack. Later that summer the SS Gebirgsjäger Artillery



Regiment 6 was attached to the Nord brigade and designated as a division, the SS Division
Nord. In September 1941 SS Division Nord was attached to the Finnish III Corps under

Finnish General Hjalmar Siilasvuo and took up positions at Louhi-Kiestinki.

A FlaK crew belonging to the new SS Division Nord in September 1941. Extensive damage
in this town suggests some considerable fighting was required in order to capture the area.



A column of horse-drawn troops of the SS Division Nord pass a stationary Pz.Kpfw.III on a
road somewhere in northern Russia, probably in September 1941. The division was the only

Waffen-SS unit to fight in the Arctic Circle when it was stationed in Finland and northern
Russia between June and November 1941.

Pioneers belonging to a unit in the SS Division Nord attempt to clear a rocky road with only
hand tools in order to allow heavy traffic to pass unhindered. In this photograph a pair of

Pz.Kpfw.IIs passes along the makeshift roadway.



Two Pz.Kpfw.IIs approach a river crossing. Note the soldier on the left belonging to SS
Division Nord armed with a captured Soviet 7.62mm Mosin-Nagant M1891/30 rifle. The

Germans designated this weapon as the Gew.252(r).

Tankmen can be seen during a pause in the divisional unit’s march. The tank is a Pz.Kpfw.III
Ausf.J armed with the 5cm KwK 38 L/42 gun. The co-axial MG34 was a standard fitting on

all German tanks for both offensive and defensive purposes.



Troops of SS Division Nord seen on the march in Army Group North. Resistance along this
sector of the front was often fierce with the division sustaining heavy losses. However,

despite the casualties, the division fought well.

A motorcycle combination follows a kleiner Panzerbefehlswagen (a command vehicle
converted from the obsolete Pz.Kpfw.I chassis by removing the turret and substituting an



armoured box-like structure) along a typical Russian road in Army Group North in the late
summer of 1941. Troops of the 6th SS Mountain Division are lining either side of the road.

A long column of Opel Blitz supply trucks carrying infantry and equipment to the front. A
FlaK gun can be seen on the road, either to defend the column against aerial attack or as
part of a defensive position from an earlier offensive operation. Note the insignia of the 6th
SS Mountain Division Nord (Hagal rune), painted in yellow or white on the mudguard of the

second supply vehicle.



Along a congested road full of vehicles belonging to the 6th SS Mountain Division, SS
troops can be seen using a ditch as cover, probably in order to avoid enemy aerial

recognition. Note the Hagal rune of the 6th SS Mountain Division painted in yellow or white
on the rear of the light cross-country car. The Hagal rune is the ‘mother rune’ in a system

invented by the Austrian/German writer and mystic Guido von List (1848–1919), the author
of The Secret of the Runes. The word ‘Hagal’ is sometimes wrongly confused with the

German word ‘Hagel’ (hail stones), but the symbol used by the Division Nord has nothing to
do with hail.



One of the most impressive mortars used by both the Heer and Waffen-SS on the Eastern
Front was the 12cm Granatwerfer 378(r), as seen here being readied for fire by an SS

Totenkopf mortar crew. The weapon consisted of a circular base plate, tube and supporting
bipod, weighing 285kg in total. Because of its excessive weight, a twowheeled axle was

utilized, enabling the mortar to be towed into action. The axle could then be quickly removed



before firing. The weapon fired the Wurfgranate 42 round that carried 3.1kg of explosives.
The weapon was a copy, with minor changes, of the Soviet 12cm mortar.



In a forward observation post and a Waffen-SS soldier clad in his winter whites can be seen
looking through a pair of scissor binoculars. Although the observer was primarily tasked with
detecting targets, he also looked for weapon muzzles, moving infantry, armoured vehicles,
fires, smoke from cooking and any other visible signs that might help to locate the enemy.
From this position the observer could send details of enemy movements back to divisional

headquarters.

SS troops on the march through the snow in late 1941. The march through Russia,
especially during the winter period, was exhausting for the troops. By this stage of the

invasion German forces had been seriously curtailed by the harsh weather conditions and
the high losses in men and equipment had severely hampered operations.



A mortar crew trudging through knee-high snow to another battle position during operations
of Army Group North in the early winter of 1941. It is evident from this photograph how

unprepared these troops were for winter combat.

In the snow and an SS 3.7cm PaK 35/37 anti-tank gun crew have brought their weapon into
a state of readiness.





Two photographs taken during offensive action in the winter of 1941 showing a MG34
machine-gun crew with their weapon attached to a Lafette 34 sustained fire mount with

optical sight. Note the special pads on the front of the tripod. These were specifically used
when the weapon was being moved on the carrier’s back and would allow the soldier some
reasonable degree of comfort. Each infantry battalion contained an MG company fielding

eight MG34 machine guns on the sustained fire mount. A heavy machine-gun squad often
consisted of six men.



An SS 8cm sGrW 34 mortar crew during a fire mission. This was a typical German
defensive position in Russia. Although unable to sustain heavy systematic bombardments
from the enemy, these positions at least offered the men some degree of shelter from the
rain and later snow. Many hundreds of these dugouts were built on the Eastern Front and

were commonly known by the Germans as Kleine Häuser ‘small houses’.

Waffen-SS troops, more than likely from the 6th SS Mountain Division Nord during winter
operations on the Northern Front. It is evident from this photograph how unprepared these
men were for winter combat. Many of them wear the standard army greatcoat and captured

Russian ushanka fur caps.



Support vehicles move forward through a forested area. In order to prevent heavy traffic
sinking into the mud, pioneers have laid a network of pine logs. This type of construction
was widely used by the Germans throughout the war. Exhaustive examination of source

material by the editor suggests that the two leading vehicles are Borgward 3-tonners or BS
3000 S types fitted with the standard military cab.

Two SS Polizei artillerymen pose for the camera with their whitewashed 10.5cm le.FH18
light field howitzer. Note the white sheet covering the main part of the gun and end of the

barrel in order to break up its distinctive shape from aerial view.



On board a train destined for the front line Heer troops are handing out warm food to
Totenkopf soldiers who have formed an orderly queue. Note the HF 12 small kitchen wagon

on board the flatbed train. These small mobile kitchens could also operate on the move,
providing stews, soups and coffee. The limber carried the necessary utensils and

equipment.



An unfortunate circumstance for these SS Polizei artillerymen. Their 10.5cm le.FH18 light
field howitzer appears to have become stuck while on tow: one of the wheels has broken

through some ice and become embedded in the mud.

SS Polizei artillerymen smile as one of their trusted horses appears reluctant to get to its
feet to resume the long arduous march. In 1941 both the Heer and Waffen-SS had almost

three-quarters of a million horses on the Eastern Front alone. Although a great many carried
soldiers and towed artillery, these animals were also used to pull huge amounts of various

supplies from one sector of the front to another.



These SS Polizei troops pose for the camera, probably preparing for a security patrol.
These men were more than likely attached to an artillery regiment for local security and

defensive measures. They are all wearing the Waffen-SS insulated winter coat and mittens.

Another photograph showing an SS Polizei 10.5cm le.FH18 light field howitzer somewhere
on the front line. As with much of the artillery, by 1942 troops were whitewashing their

weaponry and using various methods to conceal themselves and their guns in the snow.



An SS Polizei artillery crew poses for the camera next to their 10.5cm le.FH18 light field
howitzer. In this instance, no effort has been made by the crew to whitewash their weapon

or to conceal it with sheeting or foliage.



An interesting photograph showing a battery of SS Polizei 10.5cm le.FH18 howitzers. These
guns were normally equipped with a muzzle brake; however, they are not fitted on these

guns. Note the SS-Obersturmführer overseeing the fire mission.

Another battery of SS Polizei 10.5cm light model 18 howitzers being readied for action
along the front: these guns are directed towards a forested area. It was common practice in
any one day for an artillery battery to move a number of times to different battle fronts. This



not only ensured the fluidity of the battery but also helped to combat detection from enemy
aerial reconnaissance missions.

Here an SS Polizei battery is being moved to another location. The artillery battery could
always be called to action at a moment’s notice to provide immediate fire support to

armoured and infantry assaults.



An SS Polizei gun crew poses for the camera outside their hastily-prepared dugout during
the winter of 1942. Note the tent in the distance; this probably housed the staff of the battery

troop.



Artillery men watch as a caisson is pulled over a makeshift bridge. The icy conditions make
this undertaking more difficult as the iron wheels could easily slip off. Note one of the SS

men is wearing the standard fur-lined reversible winter jacket complete with hood.

This photo shows what looks like a wooden platform for loading horses, caissons, 10.5cm
le.FH18 artillery and other equipment on board flatbed trains. The railroad is a 60cm



narrow-gauge line. Many thousands of troops and tons of equipment were transported by
train from one part of the front to another this way, which not only saved considerable time

and effort but reduced wear and tear.

Here an SS Polizei artillery regiment has been loaded on board flatbed trains to be moved
to another battlefront. Although travelling by train was regarded as very time-consuming in

terms of loading men, horses and equipment, it was still often the quickest method of
moving troops from one section of the front to another. It was often undertaken so quickly

that the Soviets did not realize for some days that an entire division had moved.



On board a flatbed rail car are Polizei artillerymen with their 10.5cm le.FH18 light field
howitzer. Note the large cloth sacks to the left: these contained hay for the horses, a

commodity requiring constant supply.

An SS Polizei 10.5cm le.FH18 artillery battery has been loaded aboard a 60cm narrow-
gauge railroad. Note the towing engine with the inscription Flitzkopp painted in white. This

was German slang for a person who was disorganized and undertook things without
thinking from the verb flitzen – to flit, or dash about.



Polizei artillerymen on horseback following a 10.5cm le.FH18 howitzer which is on tow. This
particular gun is ‘D’ for Dora, the fourth gun in the SS battery. Note the breech and barrel

slide are protected by a canvas cover, as is the optical sight.



Waffen-SS gun crews of 7.5cm le.IG.18 guns set up on a road for a fire mission. These
small, light, highly mobile infantry guns were more than capable of providing troops with vital
offensive and defensive fire support, particularly when heavy artillery was unavailable. Note

the 10.5cm le.FH18 howitzer also being brought up.



Another photograph showing the same Waffen-SS gun crews with their 7.5cm le.IG. 18
guns. A typical infantry regiment controlled three infantry battalions with an infantry gun

company comprising six 7.5cm le.IG. 18s.



SS Polizei artillerymen advancing along a road on horseback. To provide some camouflage
and protection against the often harsh elements of the Soviet Union, the majority of them

wear the camouflaged cotton drill Zeltbahn. This garment was water-repellent and worn as a
cape.

An SS Polizei 10.5cm le.FH18 howitzer battery during a pause in the fighting. A caisson can
be seen nearby, in case the gun requires moving.



A Polizei 10.5cm le.FH18 gun crew prepares to load up and move out. Note one of the
crewmen with an aiming stake. These were set up some considerable distance forward from

the main gun to serve as a reference point for the gunners.

A nice photograph of a Polizei 10.5cm le.FH18 gun crew. Note one of the artillerymen
holding a rammer. The 10.5cm field howitzer provided the division with a relatively effective

mobile base of fire. It was primarily the artillery regiments that were given the task of
destroying enemy positions and fortified defences and conducting counterbattery fire prior to

an armoured assault.



For local defensive measures in order to protect artillery batteries, troops were often on
patrol. Such batteries were provided with two MG34 machine guns for self-defence, both

from ground and aerial attack. Here a Polizei MG34 can be seen on a camouflaged Dreifuss
34 anti-aircraft tripod.

Here in the rain the gun crew of a 10.5cm le.FH18 field howitzer stands next to their gun
wearing their cotton drill Zeltbahn. This weapon was the workhorse of the German artillery

regiments. Note the ammunition stacked in special crates near to the gun trail.



A 10.5cm le.FH18 battery troop stretches as far as the eye can see along a road. Note the
condition of the road and how a motorcycle combination is struggling through the mud. This

was a constant hindrance to both horse drawn and wheeled vehicles and often held up
entire divisions, sometimes for whole days.

A soldier more than likely on guard duty standing next to a camouflaged caisson. The
soldier wears the M1935 steel helmet and standard issue greatcoat. He is armed with the



98K bolt-action rifle and stuffed in his infantryman’s black leather belt is an M1924 stick
grenade. His gas-mask canister strap has been slung over his shoulder instead of being

attached to his belt at the small of his back.

Totenkopf troops have hastily erected a wooden bridge over a river. The load that some of
these makeshift bridges had to carry can well be imagined and although they were put

together quickly, they were often well-built structures.



Waffen-SS troops from the famous Totenkopf Division round up male and female Russian
prisoners. Contrary to popular belief there were no all-female combat troops in the Soviet
army. The majority of women in the Russian army served as snipers, anti-aircraft units,
medical workers, signallers or traffic controllers and only a few ever fought in ground

combats.



A soldier belonging to SS Nord poses for the camera. He holds the rank of an SS-
Rottenführer and is armed with a Soviet PPSh-41 machine pistol. He is also armed with a

standard pistol and has a leather report/map case 35 that can be seen attached to his belt.



An interesting photograph showing a delousing station. An SS-Scharfuhrer can be seen
observing the soldier to the left wearing a gas mask who is delousing an item of clothing

with disinfectant powder. Due to the diverse climate in Russia there was an epidemic of lice
in both the Heer and Waffen-SS and both forces went to great lengths to try to get rid of the

problem.



Chapter Two

Battles 1942–43

Following the traumatic winter of 1941 in which Heer and Waffen-SS
forces stagnated on the Eastern Front, the German leadership was
determined that 1942 would bring a successful outcome to the campaign in
the Soviet Union. However, the New Year opened up with the Wehrmacht
and their Waffen-SS counterparts struggling for survival. The Das Reich
Division, for instance, that had fought in front of Moscow had lost 60 per
cent of its fighting strength. Further north on the Leningrad Front, the
Totenkopf Division had not fared much better and were embroiled in heavy
fighting in the region of Demyansk.

By early February 1942 some 95,000 Heer and Waffen-SS troops had
become trapped in what became known as the Demyansk Pocket.
Throughout March, fighting inside the pocket continued to rage with the
troops trying in vain to escape its confines. It was not until April that a
bridgehead was finally established between the soldiers in the pocket and
the rest of Army Group North. The survival of the Totenkopf trapped inside
the pocket was a great achievement and contributed significantly to the
stabilization of the German position around Lake Ilmen.

Elsewhere on the Eastern Front the Waffen-SS continued to prove
themselves. Throughout the rest of that year they were to continue to wage
a battle of attrition against their irrepressible foe and would even begin to
develop a kind of respect for their determination and tenacity. Yet, in spite
of winning a number of successful battles against the Red Army, it soon
became apparent to the German leadership that there would be no victory
that year. Instead, German forces would have to endure yet another Russian
winter but this time they would be well-equipped and would receive
adequate winter clothing.

By early 1943 the SS divisions in action on the Eastern Front had been
numbered and some had been upgraded to full Panzer status. The Waffen-
SS represented around 5 per cent of the fighting strength of the Heer,
although more than a quarter of all Panzer divisions were Waffen-SS. The



‘classic’ SS divisions like Leibstandarte, Das Reich, Totenkopf, Polizei,
Wiking and Nord all played a significant part in the war on the Eastern
Front. However, it was clear that these premier divisions were
overstretched and in order to alleviate the manpower shortages there was a
significant expansion of the Waffen-SS.

For the first time the SS resorted to the large-scale conscription of foreign
recruits. Thousands of youths who met SS standards were drafted from the
work camps of the Reich Labour Service. Nordic volunteers and
Volksdeutsche – people of Germanic descent from countries in Eastern
Europe – diluted the so-called pure Nordic stock with foreign blood. Over
the next two years this expansion saw the final Waffen-SS order of battle
comprising thirty-eight divisions, although the later divisions never
approached their proper level of manpower. Foreign soldiers prominently
manned many of these divisions, only about twelve of them being a true
elite: most were formed late in the war and were divisions in name only,
often being poorly equipped.

Between February and July 1943 the Waffen-SS saw a large expansion. The
9.SS. Panzergrenadier-Division Hohenstaufen and the
10.SS.Panzergrenadier-Division Frundsberg were being formed. In March
the 11.SS.Freiwilligen-Panzergrenadier-Division Nordland was created by
merging the four Germanic legions, units from the 5.SS.Division Wiking
and a large group of new West European recruits. In the spring the
12.SS.Panzergrenadier-Division Hitlerjugend was officially activated.
During this period three eastern SS divisions were also established.

While the first foreign conscripts were being recruited into the realms of
the Waffen-SS order, fighting on the Eastern Front was reaching a climax.
In February 1943 Hitler was determined to use his elite divisions to block
the Red Army’s drive past Kharkov. The Soviets were already heartened by
their victory at Stalingrad and the Führer was resolute in his determination
not to allow Kharkov to fall into enemy hands. The task of carrying out the
battle for Kharkov was left to SS-Obergruppenführer Paul ‘Papa’ Hausser’s
newly-created I.SS.Panzer-Korps. Hausser’s SS.Korps were ordered to
defend the city at all costs but following days of continuous combat they
were compelled to evacuate Kharkov, much to Hitler’s fury.



On 4 March, determined to retake Kharkov, the 4.Panzer-Armee joined
forces with the I.SS.Panzer-Korps and launched a massive attack with Das
Reich penetrating the outskirts of the city. To the north the Leibstandartes’
Panzer-Regiments I and II fought their way into Kharkov. Fierce fighting
ensued and as Soviet forces escaped onto the Kharkov-Belgorad road,
Totenkopf troops were there ready to annihilate them.

The victory at Kharkov was now complete but the capture of the city had
come with a heavy price in blood with some 12,000 soldiers killed. With
Kharkov retaken, Hitler now confidently planned a new offensive against
the Kursk salient and here he was confronted with a very tempting strategic
opportunity that would, he predicted, yield victory.

On 5 July 1943 the II.SS.Panzer-Korps, which comprised the
Leibstandarte, Das Reich and Totenkopf divisions, attacked in the pre-dawn
light along the Kursk salient. Their task was to advance via Berezov and
Zadelnoye and penetrate through the first defensive belt. After this was
achieved the next objective was to break through the second line of Russian
positions between Luchki and Yakovlevo and once these were destroyed
the advance would follow in a general north-easterly direction. For this
operation the 167. Infanterie-Division would form part of the SS.Korps and
guard the left flank.

The Leibstandarte’s first attack went well and their armour soon encircled
enemy units that were destroyed by supporting grenadiers. The 9.Kompanie
of the Leibstandarte’s 2.SS.Panzergrenadier-Regiment captured two hills
west of Belgorod and took five fortified positions with explosive charges.
The soldiers of the Totenkopf Division also wasted no time and advanced
into a series of strong Soviet defence lines. At the same time the Das Reich
Division made considerable progress and pushed into the enemy lines in
front of them.

By the evening of the first day of the attack, Totenkopf, Leibstandarte and
Das Reich had done well and in some places penetrated around 13 miles
into the Russian defences. Over the next few days the advance continued to
go well with Totenkopf penetrating its way through more than 30 miles of
the Russian line, while Leibstandarte and Das Reich were equally
successful, despite bitter fighting.



On 9 July the SS.Panzer-Korps continued heavy fighting against very
strong enemy forces. Although in danger of being cut off and encircled,
they pushed forward and attacked Soviet troops north-east of Beregovoy.
During the advance Das Reich guarded the eastern flank of Totenkopf and
Leibstandarte. En route it became embroiled in thick, bitter fighting: a huge
tank battle in the hills around Prokhorovka on 12 July. Here the Soviet 5th
Guard and 5th Guard Tank armies clashed with the powerful armoured SS
units, resulting in the climax of Operation Zitadelle [Citadel].

During the climatic show-down the SS remained on the defensive, repelling
a number of armour and infantry attacks. Within less than a week of
Zitadelle being unleashed both sides had lost several hundred tanks and
thousands of troops. Using more recent German and Russian sources we
can see that the Germans lost 278 tanks and SP guns at Kursk, whereas the
Soviets lost 1,614, and that German production of 817 tanks and SP guns in
July covered these losses and more, whereas the Soviets took a lot longer to
make good the lost equipment.

By 13 July the II.SS.Panzer-Korps was unable to make any further progress
and poor ground conditions were hampering its re-supply efforts. Despite
attempts to continue the attack, SS troops had neither the strength nor the
resources to do so. The cream of the German Panzer force, so carefully
concentrated prior to the operation, was exhausted and the Russians had
undeniably gained the initiative in the East. The campaign in Russia would
now consist of a series of German withdrawals with the Waffen-SS
fanatically contesting every foot of the way. The SS divisions –
Leibstandarte, Das Reich and Totenkopf – had lost more than half their
vehicles and taken massive casualties. Red Army troops, however, suffered
much higher casualties with some 177,847 being killed and injured. They
also lost a staggering 1,614 tanks and self-propelled guns during the battle.

Following the failure of Zitadelle, German forces were now on the
defensive. In the southern sector of the Eastern Front troops frantically
withdrew as strong Russian forces smashed through the Mius defences and
advanced at breakneck speed towards Stalino and Taganrog, along the
northern coast of the Sea of Azov. Although SS troops of Das Reich and



Totenkopf distinguished themselves with their bravery, they could only
manage to stem the Red Army for short periods of time.

By mid-August 1943 the Russians had wrenched open a huge gap in the
German lines west of Kursk, once again threatening to re-take the
important industrial city of Kharkov. The Das Reich, Totenkopf and Wiking
divisions were immediately thrown into battle to prevent the loss of the
city. Although all these combat formations had been weakened by the
Zitadelle disaster, they were still a formidable fighting force. The city itself
had only been re-captured by the Waffen-SS in March 1943 and now it was
the Red Army’s turn to launch a massive pincer attack to take it back again.

Within days of the SS redeployment to Kharkov, the Russian 53rd Army
driving from the north and the 57th Army advancing from the south
attacked the city. For the next several days the SS scored some outstanding
successes in localized combats with Russian armoured units. However,
with acute shortages in men and equipment, the situation slowly
deteriorated day by day.

By early September Hitler grudgingly decided to go ahead and allow the
order to pull the troops out of the doomed city. With ever-increasing losses
in men and matériel, Kharkov was finally evacuated and the SS undertook
a spirited withdrawal towards the River Dnieper. Here the SS managed to
halt the Russian onslaught towards the river, allowing Manstein’s forces to
retreat and re-deploy.

Throughout the weeks that followed, the German front lines were
ominously pulled further westwards with SS units defending, attacking and
counter-attacking as the situation demanded. A number of the tactical
successes that were fought were due to the efforts of the SS but success
came with a high price in blood. Their new role as the so-called ‘fire
brigades’, being shuttled from one danger spot to another to dampen down
heavy Russian attacks, typified their position during late 1943.

Two photographs showing a MG34 machine-gun crew with their weapon
attached to a Lafette 34 sustained fire mount with optical sight. This gun



was more than capable of firing 900 rounds per minute, a massive fire rate
compared to many other machine guns.

SS troops use the surroundings to stretcher a wounded comrade through a
forest to a nearby dressing station. Due to the fact that the Waffen-SS were
often called upon to fight in some of the most difficult situations, their
casualty rates were always high. Note one of the soldiers armed with a
captured Soviet PPSh-41 machine pistol. The soldier to his right, who is
more than likely a troop leader, is armed with the 9mm MP38 or MP40
machine pistol, commonly but inaccurately known as the Schmeisser.

An SS soldier seated on a motorcycle smiles for the camera. He is armed
with the standard German army issue Mauser 98K bolt-action rifle, which
can be seen slung over his back for ease of carriage. He is also wearing 6 ×
30 binoculars, suggesting his role may be in reconnaissance.

An SS motorcycle combination approaches a group of Russian soldiers
who have surrendered. One of their comrades can be seen dead. By mid-
1942 it became common practice in many of the SS units not to take
prisoners and murder anyone who capitulated. The Red Army also began a
policy in a number of areas not to take prisoners, especially those of the
Waffen-SS.

Soldiers belonging to the Totenkopf Division can be seen in a trench,
pausing before getting the order to resume their drive. They wear all the
equipment associated with a German soldier during this period of the
campaign in the summer of 1942.

A long column of Waffen-SS foot soldiers and Sd.Kfz.10 and other half-
tracked vehicles advance across the vast open terrain of the Soviet Union.

SS troops preparing a 7.5cm le.IG.18 light infantry gun for action. Note the
wicker ammunition cases that have been opened and the projectiles stacked



beside the gun ready for firing.

An SS unit rounds up Soviet soldiers who have just capitulated in a field. A
motorcycle has halted and the rider observes the enemy troops as they raise
their hands in the air. All the Russian soldiers can be seen wearing the
distinctive M1940 steel helmet.

Out in the field is a 7.5cm le.IG.18 light infantry gun that has just been
fired. Foliage has been attached to the gun’s splinter shield in order to break
up its distinctive shape.

From a command post a signalman can be seen operating a portable radio.
This was the widely-used version carried by soldiers on a backpack frame
and that could be used on the march, as in this photograph.

SS troops march through a waterlogged field during operations in the late
summer of 1942.

A typical trench system being dug by an SS soldier in the autumn of 1942,
well-concealed in a wooded area. While their position may have been
difficult to detect from both ground and aerial observation, Soviet artillery
and aircraft often implemented wide-scale bombardment of selected areas,
saturating the chosen target with high explosives and causing massive
casualties to German defensive positions.

A Totenkopf FlaK crew poses for the camera in front of their 8.8cm FlaK
gun which is being used against an enemy ground target. During 1942 the
premier SS divisions raised four- or five-battery anti-aircraft battalions,
each of which contained two or three heavy batteries of these guns.

A winter-clad Waffen-SS MG34 crew out in the snow. By 1942 there were
large batches of winter garments being hastily dispatched to the front-line



combat troops comprising a number of different styles of white, lightweight
covers including snow shirts, two-piece snow suits and snow overalls.
Improvisation during the second winter included the widespread use of
animal-skin coats and captured stocks of Russian clothes, often lined with
fur. A Waffen-SS furlined reversible winter garment was also introduced in
1942.

Here are eighteen photographs taken by the same Waffen-SS ski unit
somewhere in Army Group North in the late winter of 1942. During the
snowy months in Russia, especially during the second winter period, the
new practical loose-fitting hooded snow overalls were worn, designed to fit
over many layers of clothing including the greatcoat. This garment was
large and shapeless and worn without a belt over all the uniform and
equipment. However, despite being produced in high numbers for the ski
units, this item of clothing did not prove to be as practical as other
camouflage smocks as it tended to restrict the wearer’s freedom of
movement. In order to combat the extreme weather a number of these men
are wearing thick woollen gloves and a woollen toque for the head, or the
Bergmütze field cap. Although the Waffen-SS continued to fight hard to
hold their positions, they were constantly subjected to intense
bombardments by whole divisions of Soviet artillery. Difficulties of terrain
also hindered communications between the units, especially in the snow.
One of the quickest and most effective methods of moving from one part of
the front to another was either by ski or sled: many miles could be covered
and these ski troops were particularly effective in reconnaissance roles.



An SS soldier dressed in his winter whites and armed with an MG34
machine gun. It was often fiddly for a gunner working a weapon like the
MG34 wearing thick insulated mittens, so these were temporarily removed.

A radio-operator more than likely at a forward observation post somewhere
in Army Group North. The signalman is operating a portable radio: the
standard radio system used at battalion and regimental level.

Two soldiers wearing winter whites, more than likely in an observation
role. One soldier can be seen using a pair of 6 × 30 binoculars.

During a pause in their march, troops converse in the snow with a couple of
men smoking. During this period of the war this was the most popular
winter uniform distributed to the front. The one-piece snow overalls were a
practical item of winter clothing worn by both the Heer and the Waffen-SS
and became one of the most efficient forms of winter wear ever produced
by the manufacturers. It was a white cotton garment that buttoned up from
the crotch to the neck, with long sleeves and a large hood attached.

Six photographs showing Waffen-SS troops during winter operations. By
this period of the war manufacturers were already designing newer and
more practical winter camouflage garments and one of these was the first
two-piece snowsuit (as seen in these photos). This item of clothing was a
shapeless suit comprising a snow jacket and matching trousers. The jacket
was buttoned all the way down the front with white-painted buttons and
had a large white hood that could easily be pulled over the steel helmet.
The hood not only helped to conceal the headgear if it had not already
received any type of winter covering but also afforded protection to the
back of the wearer’s neck and to the ears. The trousers were similarly
shapeless and worn tucked into the boots.



A soldier is seen cooking some of his rations on an open fire. He is wearing
the reversible winter uniform grey side out. When the troops were issued
with these garments in October and November 1942, they found the
clothing extremely warm and comfortable. The uniform also provided the
wearer with greater freedom of movement, especially with use of personal
equipment. It not only helped to combat the severity of the cold but also
helped prevent overheating during physical exertion.

SS troops out in the field. They are all wearing the standard issue army
greatcoat and the woollen toque for the head beneath their field caps. This
item of woollen material was like a shapeless sleeve, open at both ends and
simply pulled over the wearer’s head. When worn, it protected the sides of
the face and neck and helped to maintain body temperature.

An SS regiment on the march in the snow. A number of them comprise
MG34 machine-gun crews complete with ammunition boxes.

By 1943 the German front often stagnated and troops had to endure weeks
of living in trenches. While the SS regularly avoided defensive operations,
they were sometimes compelled to dig in against growing Soviet action. In
this photograph SS troops are seen tucking into their rations in one of the
many trenches along the front lines.

Dug-in along the front lines and an SS mortar crew can be seen with their
8cm sGrW 34. One of the crew is cleaning the tube in preparation for a fire
mission against an enemy target. Each battalion fielded six of these
excellent weapons and they were widely used throughout the war.

Waffen-SS troops belonging to Hitler’s Das Reich Division hitch a lift on
board a Pz.Kpfw.III Ausf.M with its distinctive wading gear as it enters the
city of Kharkov in March 1943. Hitler was proved correct when three of his
elite divisions – Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler, Das Reich and Totenkopf of the
newly-formed SS-Panzer Corps – recaptured this city. It was a great victory



for the SS and gave Hitler renewed confidence of further victories in the
East.

The road into Kharkov and Type 166 Schwimmwagens can be seen parked
along the roadside. These vehicles belonged to the Leibstandarte Division.
The Schwimmwagen, which literally means floating or swimming car, was
an amphibious four-wheel-drive off-roader used extensively by the Heer
and the Waffen-SS until the end of the war. The Type 166 was the most
numerous mass-produced amphibious car in history.

A typical scene during the battle of Kursk. Much of the landscape was
covered in sunflower fields, making it ideal terrain for the SS to hide in
their camouflage smocks. In these photographs SS troops from Das Reich
move forward into action, using the sunflowers to conceal them from
enemy detection.

At a forward observation post and troops can be seen with a field
telephone. By the end of the first day of the battle, the Germans had broken
through the first line of Soviet defences and created a gap almost 10 miles
wide and 5 miles deep. Fighting intensified, however, as the Germans
exploited the receding front lines by methodically reducing the Russian
defences to bomb-blasted rubble.

From an Sd.Kfz.251 halftrack two officers from the Deutschland Division
survey enemy positions during the Kursk offensive in July 1943. It was the
Das Reich Division that was given the task to attack in the area of Kursk
and Belgorod.

SS troops interrogating or mishandling an enemy captive with physical
violence. The war on the eastern front in particular was fought with great
cruelty by both sides.



Most likely on a reconnaissance mission, Waffen-SS motorcyclists in a
burning village somewhere in the Kursk salient with their motorcycle
combination. Motorcyclists could be found in every unit of an infantry and
Panzer division, especially during the early part of the war. They were even
incorporated in the divisional staffs, which included a motorcycle
messenger platoon.

Inside what appears to be a Volkswagen Type 166 Schwimmwagen
amphibian is an SS machine-gun team with their MG42 mounted on the
front of the vehicle.

An SS soldier preparing a Tellermine 43: a circular steel-cased anti-tank
blast mine. It was a simplified version of the Tellermine 42, enabling more
straightforward production techniques. Many of these mines were used
during the Kursk offensive.

Panzergrenadiers run past a destroyed Soviet T-34 tank. The Red Army
fielded some 2 million men and over 5,000 tanks; an extremely potent array
of military hardware. The Soviets were completely prepared for the
German offensive, thanks to intelligence provided by an extremely
effective spy network.

An SS artillery crew prepares to fire a projectile from their 7.5cm le.IG.18
artillery gun. This weapon could not only be fired quickly and accurately
but also had the advantage on the battlefield of being low-profile and
having a splinter shield.

Waffen-SS troops sit in a field, poised to move off into action. Two of the
soldiers are signalmen operating a portable radio, the standard version used
at battalion and regimental level.

In a trench somewhere along the front lines are Waffen-SS troops during
the Kursk offensive. A radio operator can be seen, complete with his



portable set.

A group of SS troops together with their commanding officer poses for the
camera standing next to a Type 166 Schwimmwagen. Part of the vehicle has
been concealed with layers of sunflowers from the surrounding field.

A group of Waffen-SS troops in a trench along a typical German position at
Kursk in the summer of 1943. Through sheer weight of Soviet strength and
stubborn combat along an ever-extending front, the German mobile units
were finally being forced to a standstill. As a result both SS and Heer
troops made use of trenches to mount various operations.

Two photographs taken in sequence. An SS soldier stands over a captured
Russian who can be seen tending to his wounded comrade. Behind them a
T-34/76 Model 1943 can be seen in flames. A few moments later the SS
soldier gives the wounded man a drink from his field flask. It is quite
probable that this photograph was staged for the camera.

Waffen-SS troops on the march during the Kursk offensive. It was in the
south of the Kursk salient that the Heer and Panzerwaffe were supported by
the elite formations of the Waffen-SS. In front of the Soviet defenses stood
the cream of all the German combat formations at Kursk: the premier
divisions of the Waffen-SS. Here the 2nd SS Panzer Corps, commanded by
SS-Obergruppenführer Paul Hausser, formed part of the 4th Panzer Army.
The corps comprised the three premier Waffen-SS divisions: 1st SS
Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler Division, the 2nd SS Das Reich Division and
the 3rd SS Totenkopf Division. On the left is a Pz.KpfW.III Ausf.L or M.

Waffen-SS troops in a captured village appear to have found hidden
Russian weaponry. By the second week of the battle of Kursk, fighting in
many areas was slow and very costly, both in men and matériel. Many foot
soldiers soon became embroiled in strong enemy defences and losses in
men were horrendous.



A light Waffen-SS MG42 machine-gun crew runs from their stationary
Type 166 Schwimmwagen vehicle to set up a temporary position against an
enemy target somewhere on the vast Russian steppe.

The SS crew of a 15cm s.IG.33 prepares their weapon for action during
operations in the winter of 1943. This gun was regarded as the workhorse
artillery piece, and operated by specially-trained infantrymen.

Three photographs taken in sequence showing an SS soldier holding the
rank of SS-Rottenführer being presented with the Iron Cross 2nd Class by
his commanding officer. The ribbon with the cross was worn through the
tunic’s second buttonhole only on the day of presentation. Thereafter, only
the ribbon was displayed.

On the same presentation day the commanding officer presents an Iron
Cross 1st Class to a soldier holding the rank of SS-Schütze.

A Waffen-SS 5cm PaK38 crew prepares their gun’s position. One crewman
can be seen using his entrenching tool, digging a hole where the gun’s
wheel will be placed.

SS troops somewhere in a forested area in northern Russia. They all wear
mosquito nets while constructing a log cabin.

SS troops are seen relaxing inside one of the many wooden structures that
were erected across the front to afford some kind of concealment and
protection for the men. The extreme cold was a massive problem for the
soldiers and this type of building kept the men relatively warm and
sheltered from the elements.



Somewhere on the Northern Front is a Waffen-SS truck-mounted 2cm
FlaKvierling 38 being prepared for action. These quadruple-barrelled self-
propelled anti-aircraft guns demonstrated outstanding capabilities. As the
war dragged on in the East, many of these weapons would also be used
against ground targets, again very effectively.



B

Chapter Three

Last Years of the War

y early January 1944 the situation on the Eastern Front for the
SS had deteriorated, despite its distinguished performance. As
the situation in Army Group South worsened, in Army Group

North it was far worse. Here along the Baltic, German forces were
retreating back across the scarred and devastated wasteland of the
Northern Front. By mid-January 1944 the Red Army had lifted the
siege of Leningrad, had gone onto the offensive and was slowly but
inexorably driving the German forces westwards towards the Baltic
states of Estonia and Latvia. It was in this sector that most of the
Waffen-SS volunteer divisions were deployed to try to stem the
Soviet drive but despite their best efforts, nothing could mask the fact
that they were dwarfed by the resources of the Red Army.

During the second half of January the Russians had ploughed
their way westwards and by the end of the month had reached
German fortified positions at the city of Narva. Over the next two
months the SS divisions fought a series of vicious defensive battles
to hold on to their positions in front of Narva and along the Estonian
border. All along the German defensive line, fierce fighting continued
throughout March. Hitler declared Narva a fortress and that the city
was to be held at all costs but with ammunition running low and
casualties rising, the defence of Narva seemed an impossible task.
In spite of the resilience displayed by the Germans at Narva, by mid-
June the German bridgehead on the east bank opposite the city had



been greatly reduced and its position was becoming more precarious
with each passing day. As a consequence it was decided to finally
pull back to a new defensive position further west, to the so-called
Tannenberg Line or Tannenbergstellung, located on a series of hills
to the west of Narva.

The Battle of Narva was finally over. While the Russians claimed
victory, the Germans had managed to delay the enemy advance for
a number of months and had inflicted terrible damage on their
forces. Although the first half of 1944 had been a period of disasters
for the German forces on the Eastern Front, the Waffen-SS divisions
had shown their courage in the face of overwhelming strength and
stood firm against almost impossible odds. The Battle of Narva was
one example of the SS making sacrifice after sacrifice, often holding
the line to allow other units to escape.

By the summer of 1944 the Waffen-SS were fully aware that the
Red Army had only been delayed, not halted. As both the Southern
and Northern Fronts withdrew and tried their best to stabilize their
precarious defences against a growing enemy force, news reached
them that the Allies had landed in Western Europe. Once again it
would be the Waffen-SS divisions that Hitler looked upon to save the
desperate situation.

The last great offensive that brought the Russians their final victory
in the East began during the third week of January 1945. The
principal objective was to crush the remaining German forces in
Poland, East Prussia and the Baltic states. Along the Baltic an all-out
Russian assault had begun in earnest with the sole intention of
destroying the remaining under-strength German units that had once
formed Army Group North. It was these heavy, sustained attacks that
eventually restricted the German-held territory in the north-east to a
few small pockets of land surrounding three ports: Libau, Kurland;
Pillau in East Prussia; and Danzig at the mouth of the River Vistula.

Here along the Baltic the German defenders attempted to stall the
massive Russian push with the remaining weapons and men at their
disposal. Every German soldier defending the area was aware of the
significance of its capture. Not only would the coastal garrisons be
cut off and eventually destroyed but also masses of civilian refugees
would be prevented from escaping from those ports by sea. Hitler



made it quite clear that all remaining Heer, Waffen-SS volunteer
units and Luftwaffe personnel were not to evacuate but must stand
and fight, waging an unprecedented battle of attrition. In fact, what
Hitler had said in a single sentence was to condemn to death 8,000
officers and more than 181,000 soldiers and Luftwaffe personnel.

In south-west Poland situated on the River Oder the strategic town
of Breslau had been turned into a fortress and defended by various
Volkssturm, Hitlerjugend, Waffen-SS and various formations from the
269. Infantry-Division. During mid-February 1945 the German units
put up a staunch defence with every available weapon they could
muster. In the ensuing battle, both German soldiers and civilians
were cut to pieces by Russian attacks. During these vicious battles
that continued until May 1945, there were many acts of courageous
fighting. Cheering and yelling, old men and boys of the Volkssturm
and Hitlerjugend, supported by ad hoc SS units, advanced across
open terrain, sacrificing themselves in front of well-positioned
Russian machine-gunners and snipers. By the first week of March,
Russian infantry had driven back the defenders into the inner city
and were reducing it street by street. Lightly-clad SS, Volkssturm and
Hitlerjugend were still seen resisting, forced to fight in the sewers
beneath the devastated city. When the defence of Breslau finally
capitulated, almost 60,000 Russian soldiers were killed or wounded
in trying to capture the town, with some 29,000 German military and
civilian casualties.

Elsewhere on the Eastern Front fighting was merciless, with both
sides imposing harsh measures on their men to stand where they
were and fight to the death. In the Heer and Waffen-SS divisions, all
malingerers were hanged by the roadside without even a summary
court martial. Those who deserted or were found with self-inflicted
wounds were executed on the spot.

With every defeat and withdrawal came ever-increasing pressure
on the commanders to exert harsher discipline on their weary men.
The thought of fighting on German soil for the first time resulted in
mixed feelings among the soldiers. Although the defence of the
Reich automatically stirred emotional feelings in most to fight for their
land, not all soldiers felt the same way. More and more young
conscripts were showing signs that they did not want to die for a lost



cause. Conditions on the Eastern Front were miserable, not only for
the newest recruits but also for battle-hardened soldiers who had
survived many months of bitter conflict against the Red Army. The
severe cold weather during February and March prevented the
soldiers from digging trenches of more than a metre’s depth, but the
main problems that confronted the German forces during this period
were shortages of ammunition, fuel and vehicles. Some vehicles in a
division could only be used in an emergency and battery fire was
strictly prohibited without permission from the commanding officer.
The daily ration on average per division was just two shells per gun.

With such drastic restrictions of every kind, tens of thousands of
under-nourished civilians, mostly women together with remaining
slave-labourers, were marched out to expend all their available
energy to dig lines of anti-tank ditches. Most of the ditches were dug
between the Rivers Vistula and Oder as a secondary line of defence.
However, German forces were now barely holding the wavering
Vistula positions that ran some 175 miles from the Baltic coast to the
juncture of the Oder and Neisse in Silesia. Most of the front was now
held on the western bank of the Oder. In the north the ancient city of
Stettin, capital of Pomerania, and in the south the town of Kustrin,
were both vital holding-points against the main Russian objective of
the war: Berlin.

As the great Red Army drive gathered momentum, more towns
and villages fell to the onrushing forces. Suicidal opposition from a
few SS and Heer strongpoints bypassed in earlier attacks reduced
buildings to rubble. Everywhere it seemed the Germans were being
constantly forced to retreat. Many isolated units spent hours or even
days fighting a bloody defence. Russian soldiers frequently
requested them to surrender and assured them that no harm would
come to them if they did. However, despite this reassuring tone,
most German troops continued to fight to the bitter end. To the
German soldier in 1945 he was fighting an enemy that was not only
despised but also inspired terror. Many soldiers, especially those
fighting in the ranks of the Waffen-SS, decided that their fate would
be met out on the battlefield. From their point of view they would
rather bleed fighting on the grasslands of Eastern Europe than
surrender and be at the mercy of a Russian soldier.



By early April the atmosphere among the troops of Army Group
Heeresgruppe Weichsel [Vistula] became a mixture of terrible
foreboding and despair as the Russians prepared to push forward on
the Oder. Here along the Oder and Neisse fronts the troops waited
for the area to become engulfed by the greatest concentration of
firepower ever amassed by the Russians. General Zhukov’s 1st
Belorussian Front and General Konev’s 1st Ukrainian Front were
preparing to attack German forces defending positions east of Berlin.
For the attack the Red Army mustered some 2.5 million men, divided
into four armies. They were supported by 41,600 guns and heavy
mortars as well as 6,250 tanks and self-propelled guns.

The final battle before Berlin began at dawn on 16 April 1945. Just
38 miles east of the German capital above the swollen River Oder
red flares burst into the night sky, triggering a massive artillery
barrage. For nearly an hour, an eruption of flame and smoke burst
along the German front. Then, in the mud, smoke and darkness, the
avalanche broke. In an instant, General Zhukov’s soldiers were
compelled to go forward into action. As they surged forward, the
artillery barrage remained in front of them, covering the area ahead.

Under the cover of darkness on the night of the 15th, most
German forward units had been moved back to a second line just
before the expected Russian artillery barrage. In this second line, as
the first rays of light appeared across the front, soldiers waited for
the advancing Russians. Along the entire front dispersed among the
3 and 9.Armees they had fewer than 700 tanks and self-propelled
guns. The strongest division, the 25.Panzer, had only 79 such
vehicles; the smallest unit had just two. Artillery, too, was equally
poor with only 744 guns. Ammunition and fuel were in a critical state
of supply and reserves in some units were almost non-existent.
Opposing the main Russian assault stood the 56.Panzer-Korps. It
was under the command of General Karl Weidling, known to his
friends as ‘smasher Karl’. Weidling had been given the awesome
task of preventing the main Russian breakthrough in the area.

When the Soviet forces finally attacked during the early morning of
16 April, the Germans were ready to meet them on the Seelow
Heights. From the top of the ridge, hundreds of German FlaK guns
that had been hastily transferred from the Western Front poured a



hurricane of fire onto the enemy troops. All morning, shells and
gunfire rained down on the Red Army, blunting their assault. By dusk
the Russians, savagely mauled by the attack, fell back. It seemed
that the Red Army had under-estimated the strength and
determination of their enemy.

By the next day the Russians had still not breached the German
defences but General Zhukov, with total disregard for casualties, was
determined to batter the enemy into submission and ruthlessly
bulldoze his way through. Slowly and systematically the Red Army
began smashing through their opponents. Within hours, hard-
pressed and exhausted German troops were feeling the full brunt of
the assault. Confusion soon swept through the decimated lines and
soldiers who had doggedly fought from one fixed position to another
were now seized with panic.

In three days of constant fighting, thousands of German soldiers
had perished. Despite their attempts to blunt the Red Army, the road
to Berlin was finally wrenched wide open. At this crucial moment a
number of top-quality SS soldiers had been gathered in the recently-
established 11.Panzer-Armee under the command of SS-
Obergruppenführer Felix Steiner. The 11.Panzer-Armee had been
given the task of launching an offensive designed to dislocate the
threatened enemy advance on Berlin but had been halted against
massive attacks. When the final push on Berlin began on 16 April,
the 11.Panzer-Armee retained only three reliable divisions. One of
these, the 18.Panzergrenadier-Division, was transferred from east of
Berlin. A few days later the 11.SS.Panzergrenadier-Division
Nordland was rushed to Berlin and the SS Brigade Nederland was
sent out of the capital to help stem the Russian advance. Inside the
ruined city, part of the 15.Waffengrenadier-Division der SS from
Latvia was ordered to take up defensive positions together with the
Belgian Langemarck and Wallonien divisions and the remaining
volunteers of the French Charlemagne Division. All of these Waffen-
SS troops were to take part in the last apocalyptic struggle to save
the Reich capital from the clutches of the Red Army.

By 25 April Berlin was completely surrounded and the next day
some half a million Soviet troops fought their way through the city.
Beneath the Reich Chancellery building, which had now become



Hitler’s home and headquarters, the Führer was determined to save
the crumbling capital and had already ordered remnants of SS-
Obergruppenführer Felix Steiner’s 11.Panzer-Armee to attack
immediately from their positions in the Eberswalde and then drive
south, cutting off the Russian assault on Berlin. On Hitler’s map, the
plan looked brilliant. However, it was impossible to gather enough
forces to make Steiner’s SS Kampfgrüppe even remotely
operational. Steiner himself wrote that the forces at his disposal
amounted to less than a weak corps. He was well aware that his
attack would receive little or no support as the 9.Armee was
completely surrounded and the 12.Armee consisted only of a few
battered divisions. As for Hitler’s reinforcements, they consisted of
fewer than 5,000 Luftwaffe personnel and Hitlerjügend, all armed
with hand-held weapons. The city was doomed.

By the spring of 1945 the bulk of the premier Waffen-SS divisions
were carrying out a fighting withdrawal through Hungary and Austria,
while on the receding Eastern Front those SS units still in action
were principally European volunteer units. Even by this late stage of
the war the level of determination and courage shown by both first-
and second-rate SS combat formations was quite exceptional,
considering many of the soldiers were totally aware that there was
no prospect of victory. However, in the closing days of the war most
Waffen-SS soldiers were determined to withdraw west and surrender
to the Anglo-American forces rather than the Red Army. Few of them
harboured any illusions as to the kind of treatment they would
receive from the Russians. It was for this reason that the divisions of
the once-vaunted SS decided to accept their fate in the west. The
Leibstandarte surrendered to American forces at Steyr in Austria,
along with the remnants of Hohenstaufen. The Totenkopf capitulated
to the Americans on 9 May, after withdrawing its forces north-west of
Vienna. However, their relief at escaping the Red Army was short-
lived as the Americans soon handed over the Totenkopf to the
Soviets, who had a score to settle with this particular division. Very
few of the soldiers actually survived Russian captivity.

Remnants of Das Reich were in the area of Dresden, frantically
trying to defend the region from Russian forces swarming into the
Reich. Some elements of the division capitulated to Russian forces,



while another major grouping finished the war fighting against the
American army in Austria. A third group had been involved in a
Prague rescue mission until they also surrendered to other US units
in the border region of western Czechoslovakia.

While most of the remaining premier Waffen-SS divisions were
captured, most of the foreign volunteers did not survive on the
battlefields of Eastern Europe. The Wiking Division with its
predominantly West European troops was annihilated while fighting
outside Vienna. Nordland was destroyed during the Battle of Berlin.
The 14.Waffengrenadier-Division der SS surrendered in
Czechoslovakia to Russian forces and most of the surviving
elements were summarily executed. Part of the 15.Waffengrenadier-
Division der SS were slaughtered in Berlin. Horst Wessel with its
Hungarian volunteers surrendered to the Red Army near Prague.
The 20.Waffen-grenadier-Division der SS also capitulated near
Prague, with many of the surviving soldiers being executed on the
spot. The Maria-Theresia Division was destroyed in its homeland
fighting for Budapest. The 25 and 26.Waffengrenadier-Divisions also
fell into Russian hands in Hungary. Nederland was wiped out during
the last stages of the Battle of Berlin and the remnants of the
Langemarck and Wallonien divisions were also totally destroyed
during the battle for the Reich capital, as were the volunteers of the
French Charlemagne Division. The 30.Waffengrenadier-Division was
also badly mauled and its remnants transferred to General Andrei
Vlassov’s Free Russian Army where they were soon in embroiled in
heavy fighting and fell into Red Army hands.

Although by early May 1945 the Waffen-SS was all but destroyed,
in the eyes of the SS soldiers who marched into captivity, they had
laid down their arms in the sound knowledge that no military
formation in history had achieved more. They had battled halfway
across Russia, had shown their skill and endurance at Kursk and
Kharkov, and gone on to protect the withdrawals of the rest of the
German army to the gates of Berlin and beyond.



Clad in their winter whites, these troops can be seen operating through a forest during early
winter operations in 1944.



An SS 8cm sGrW 34 mortar crew trudges through the snow during the early winter of 1944.



Out in the snow and a 15cm Nebelwerfer 41 is being prepared. This weapon fired 2.5kg
shells that could be projected over a range of 7,000 metres. When fired, these projectiles
screamed through the air, causing the enemy to become unnerved by the noise. These

fearsome weapons caused extensive carnage against the Soviet lines and served in
independent rocket-launcher battalions; also in regiments and brigades later in the war.



SS officers relax, conversing while drinking a bottle of beer and smoking. In spite of the
adverse situation in which German troops were placed during their retreat in early 1944,

they were still strong and determined to fight with courage and skill.



An interesting photograph showing Waffen-SS troops being transported on a narrow-gauge
railway bound for a debarkation area close to the front, probably in Army Group North, in

1944.

A towing engine can be seen switching onto a narrow-gauge rail line, most likely pulling
men and equipment to the front. Note the army shelter quarter erected over part of the train,

probably concealing or protecting a weapon of some kind.



An image showing an SS regiment on board a train destined for the front lines. By this
period of the war movement by road was in constant danger and quite often German army

columns would be attacked by Soviet aircraft.

It appears that this Waffen-SS 7.5cm PaK40 crew are heavily embroiled in a fire mission
against an enemy target. While this crew is relatively unconcealed, many anti-tank gun
crews often concealed their weapon in order to wait for unsuspecting enemy armour to

advance within good striking range.



A group of SS troops are seen with a motorcycle during the summer of 1944, by which time
the Waffen-SS finally found itself stretched to the limit, fighting on two fronts. It was at this

point that both the Heer and Waffen-SS would endure the greatest military calamity in
Russia thus far: the entire destruction of Army Group Centre. The Waffen-SS would be used

yet again to try to prop up the crumbling front lines.



An SS soldier checking the barrel of a weapon, ensuring it is free of dirt and grime. Other
troops are seen checking their weapons and equipment, more than likely prior to a march.



SS troops during a pause in the fighting, cleaning their weaponry. Throughout operations on
the Eastern Front, especially during the last two years of the war, the Waffen-SS

supplemented the finest hardware the German armaments industry could produce with
many standard or captured weapons and equipment used by their Heer counterparts.



At a railway hub three SS troops can be seen conversing. In the distance two Horch cross-
country vehicles can be seen on board one of the trains.



SS troops preparing a Nebelwerfer for action. Because it was dangerous for the crew to
remain close to the launcher while the piece was being fired, it was remotely operated using
an electrical detonator attached to a cable. This electrical cable that led to the remote firing

mechanism can just be seen running from the gun tube between the two wheels. The
Nebelwerfer was mounted on the same type of carriage as that of the 3.7cm PaK35/36.



The crew of a 10.5cm le.FH 18 field howitzer in a field during a lull in the fighting, waiting for
the order to resume firing. Ammunition can be seen stacked in special crates. Note the

gun’s aiming stake is being temporarily used as a tent pole.



SS troops awaiting disembarkation sit on a fence near one of the transport vehicles. By the
summer of 1944 the Waffen-SS were fully aware that the Red Army had only been delayed,

not halted. As both the Southern and Northern Fronts withdrew and tried their best to
stabilize their precarious defences against a growing enemy force, many Germans silently

admitted that the Eastern Front was being lost.



Combat troops at Narva, dishevelled and totally exhausted. Although the Russians won the
Battle of Narva in the winter of 1944, the Germans had in fact delayed the enemy advance

for a number of months and inflicted terrible damage on their foes. The first half of 1944 had
been a period of disasters for the German armies on the Eastern Front, yet Hitler had good

reason to be pleased with the performance of his Waffen-SS divisions. They had shown
their courage in the face of overwhelming strength and stood firm against almost impossible

odds. Narva was one battle that stood as an example of the SS making sacrifice after
sacrifice, often holding the line to allow other units to escape. Few other units could

engender such confidence from their Führer; however, the Waffen-SS were not supermen
and there would come a time when they would no longer be able to stave off ultimate

defeat.



An Sd.Kfz.11 SS artillery crew at rest. A halftrack prime mover can be seen coupled up to a
camouflaged 15cms.IG.33 gun. This particular infantry gun was a reliable and robust

weapon and was used extensively by the Waffen-SS until the end of the war.



SS troops near a mobile field kitchen. By this time soldiers were becoming increasingly
undernourished due to a severe lack of rations. The basic daily ration for the men was an

army loaf and some stew or soup, which was often cold and unappetizing.

An MG42 light machine-gunner marching with his troop across a muddy field churned up by
heavy traffic. Although a machine-gun troop was normally a three-man squad, due to the

high casualty rates suffered on the Eastern Front they were commonly reduced to just two
but were still highly effective.

An SS mortar crew armed with their 8cm sGrW 34. The design of the weapon was
conventional and it could be broken down for transportation into three loads (barrel, bipod
and base plate). It gained a reputation for extreme accuracy and rapid rate of fire, although

much of the credit was due to the skill and determination of the crews.



A group of SS soldiers smile for the camera somewhere on the Eastern Front. Although
regarded as second-rate SS divisions, these troops were formidable opponents. However,
despite their best efforts nothing could mask the fact that they were dwarfed by the huge

resources of the Red Army.

Near a building and SS officers can be seen conversing while their men prepare their
position for combat with what appears to be a 5cm PaK gun.

A well-concealed SS soldier armed with the lethal Panzerschreck or tank destroyer. This
was the popular name given by the troops to this weapon. The official name for it was the

Racketenpanzerbüchse, or rocket tank rifle, abbreviated to RPzB. It was an 8.8cm reusable
anti-tank rocket-launcher developed during the latter half of the war. Another popular

nickname for it was Ofenrohr, or stove pipe.

SS troops in a forest in the winter of 1944. The men have positioned themselves in a
dugout, while their commanding officers can be seen conversing with the aid of a map
board. German defensive lines comprised hundreds of dug-in positions with numerous

machine-gun nests.

Four photographs in sequence showing a Waffen-SS heavy field howitzer crew preparing
their 15cm s.FH18 gun for action. This weapon remained the second most common artillery
piece in SS service and served until the end of the war. The last photo shows the howitzer

barrel at full recoil just after firing with the crew protecting their ears from the sound and
blast.

A Waffen-SS mortar crew with their 8cm sGrW 34. During the war the mortar had become
the standard infantry support weapon, providing high-explosive capability beyond the range
of rifles or grenades. Yet being an area weapon, its lack of accuracy was a drawback and
even with an experienced crew, it generally required ten bombs to achieve a direct hit on

one single target.



SS troops pose for the camera for a unit shot with their commander. They are armed with
the standard infantry weapon, the 98K bolt-action rifle. Note the MG34 machine-gunner with

his weapon sitting on its bipod, complete with two ammunition boxes.

Waffen-SS mortar troops on the march during operations in 1944. By this period of the war
the German armed forces had expended considerable human and material resources and

now lacked sufficient reconnaissance and the necessary support of tanks and heavy
weapons to compensate for the large losses sustained.

A scene depicting Waffen-SS troops in 1944 in a cornfield, portraying everyday routine such
as cleaning and packing gear.

SS troops pose for the camera in a typical defensive position somewhere on the Eastern
Front in 1944.

An SS MG34 machine-gunner in a defensive position in southern Russia. Along large
sectors of the front troops built strongpoints comprising a number of light and heavy MG34

and MG42 machine-gun positions, anti-tank and artillery guns, and occasionally self-
propelled guns. However, many of these positions were often ill-equipped or too thinly-

deployed and with insufficient ammunition or supplies.

An interesting photograph showing the Sd.Kfz.167 StuG.IV 7.5 cm assault gun built on the
Pz.Kpfw.IV chassis. This vehicle belongs to the 4th SS Panzer Division Polizei. In early

1945 the much-reduced SS-Polizei Division was moved north to Pomerania where it saw
action attempting to stem Russian forces. In 1945 the division was assigned to Army

Detachment Steiner for the relief of Berlin but the troops lacked heavy weapons and did not
engage as planned. It was then shifted to Danzig where it became trapped by strong Soviet
troops and after heavy fighting it was shipped across the Hela Peninsula to Swinemünde. It

later withdrew with terrible losses across the Elbe where remnants of the division
surrendered to American forces.

Out on the Eastern Front and vehicles have been delivered to the front lines via rail
transport, the quickest method of transferring men and equipment from one part of the front

to another. However, by late 1944 the Soviet Air Force dominated the skies and enemy
partisans were actively conducting railway sabotage and as a consequence caused

massive damage to the already restricted rail lines being used by the Germans.



An SS unit on the retreat during the autumn of 1944. Two Sd.Kfz.250(alt) light halftracks are
seen driving through a decimated town. The front vehicle, a Sd.Kfz.250/10, mounts the
3.7cm PaK 36 while the rear vehicle appears to have supplementary improvised armour
added above the normal MG34 gun shield. During the latter half of 1944 the equipment

situation continued to deteriorate, especially in the armoured units. The effect of starving the
experienced and elite formations like the Waffen-SS was a constant concern for the

tacticians. The SS did receive an equitable proportion of tanks, artillery and assault guns but
this was in stark contrast to the enormous volume of armaments being produced by the
Russians. The SS were thus faced with a steadily deteriorating situation but, unlike the

normal German soldier, many of these elite troops still retained their fanaticism and
tenacious resistance on the battlefield.

Anti-tank gunners with their lethal whitewashed 7.5cm PaK 40 out in the snow in January
1944. The PaK 40 was well-liked among the crews that had the chance to use it in battle.

Not only was the weapon effective in combat but was also easy to conceal.

A typical scene along a road in the autumn months in Russia. Here a vehicle is going to be
towed out of the quagmire by an SS Sd.Kfz.250 halftrack. Note one of the crewmen lying

dead face-down on the halftrack; he has been wrapped in a tarpaulin for transit.

A whitewashed 5cm PaK 38 is positioned in a log-frame shelter with its crew. Such shelters
offered no real protection from enemy fire but did protect the gun, ammunition and crew

from the rain and snow and also provided some degree of concealment.

Pictured here from a halftrack command vehicle is Field Marshal Walther Model, known as
Hitler’s ‘fireman’. Ultimately, during the last months of the war the German soldier was ill-
prepared against any type of large-scale offensive. The infantry defensive positions relied

upon sufficient ammunition supply and the necessary support to ensure that they would able
to hold their fortified areas.

An SS soldier smiles for the camera, well concealed in some undergrowth. During the last
months of 1944 the situation for German troops on the Eastern Front was dire. They had
fought desperately to maintain cohesion and hold their meagre positions that often saw

thousands perish. By September 1944 they were still holding a battle line more than 1,400
miles in overall length that had been severely weakened by the overwhelming strength of

the Red Army.



Preparing for further action is a group of SS troops belonging to the famous 11th SS
Volunteer Panzergrenadier Division Nordland. These Foreign Legion volunteers fought well

on the Eastern Front and saw extensive action in Pomerania and East Prussia in early
1945. Slowly Nordland was pushed back and spent the last weeks of the war defending

Berlin and as a consequence was destroyed during the battle for the city.

A group of SS soldiers pose for the camera wearing their summer camouflage smocks.

An unidentified SS unit, probably in the Nord Division during operations in the Baltic states
during the last months of the war. The soldiers fought courageously and battled from one

hastily thrown up defensive front to another.

SS troops more than likely belonging to the Nord Division on board a ferry being transported
to another part of a lake in Army Group North during the early spring of 1945.

Officers converse in the snow during late winter operations on the Eastern Front in 1945.

An injured soldier is being stretchered to a rear field hospital by a group of SS troops. They
are all wearing mosquito nets, including their injured comrade.

Two photographs showing infantry ferrying supplies across a river. On board are loaves of
bread, a vital ingredient among the dwindling stocks of food being supplied to German

forces in the East. An MG34 mounted on an antiaircraft tripod is being used against
possible aerial attack.

A column of Ford vehicles carrying supplies and troops has halted on a road near the Oder
River. Troops can be seen standing next to a stream.



Inside a forest clearing and SS soldiers pose for a group photograph with their mosquito
nets temporarily pulled back over their headdress. With the vast number of lakes and pools

of stagnant water in the forested regions of the Baltic states and northern Russia,
mosquitoes plagued the daily routine of the German soldier.

SS troops withdraw across an open carrying ammunition boxes with them. By March 1945
the bulk of the Eastern Front was being manned by mostly inexperienced soldiers but all of

them were ordered to stand and fight and not abandon their positions.

A group of SS soldiers seen together somewhere on the Eastern Front in Army Group North
in March 1945.

An SS mortar crew poses for the camera with their commanding officer. The mortar is an
8cm sGrW 34. By this point in the war there was suicidal opposition from the last remaining

SS units and Heer strongpoints were being grimly held at all costs. Many isolated units
spent hours or even days fighting a bloody defence and were slowly ground down by the

sheer superiority of the Soviet colossus.

A PaK crew with their commanding officer pauses during a break in the fighting. During the
last months of the war wave upon wave of Russian T-34 tanks poured a storm of fire onto

both SS and Heer positions. The 5cm PaK 38 guns that could be mustered were used until
they either ran out of ammunition or were destroyed.

On the home front and a group of SS troops poses for the camera in front of a Ford Type
G917T support vehicle in the last weeks of the war. One of the soldiers can be seen holding

a German civilian’s pet dog.



T

Appendix I

Waffen-SS Weapons and
Equipment

he bulk of the weapons and equipment used by the Waffen-SS
throughout the war was more or less identical to that used by
the Heer. A number of small arms, particularly those of foreign

origin, saw considerable use in the units of the Waffen-SS due to the
Heer’s reluctance to supply sufficient quantities of German-produced
hardware to Himmler’s elite force. The Waffen-SS used a huge
variety of weaponry; everything from small arms to heavy tanks. The
elite SS Panzer divisions in particular were equipped with Germany’s
best tanks and supporting armoured vehicles. From 1943 onwards,
Waffen-SS troops were normally the first to be furnished with a host
of new modern weaponry.

During the last two years of the war the Waffen-SS supplemented
the finest hardware the German armaments industry could produce
with many standard popular weapons and equipment used by their
Heer counterparts. Below are the principal types of weaponry used
by the Waffen-SS, especially during those last two years of combat.

Small arms
Pistole 08 pistol or Luger Maschinenpistole (MP) 28
Pisztoly 37M Hungarian service pistol Maschinenpistole (MP) 43
Frommer 7.65mm Hungarian pistol Sturmgewehr 44 assault rifle



Model 1914 Norwegian service pistol Maschinenpistole (MP) 38
Fallschirmjager 42 automatic rifle Maschinenpistole (MP) 40
Maschinenkarabiner 42 Karabiner 98k bolt-action rifle
Gewehr 41 (W) self-loading rifle  

Infantry support weapons
Maschinengewehr (MG) 34
Maschinengewehr (MG) 42
5cm Leichte Granatwerfer (leGW) 36 mortar
15cm Nebelwerfer (NbW) 41 mortar
21cm Nebelwerfer (NbW) 42 mortar
Flammenwerfer (FmW) 41 flame-thrower
Stielhandgranate 39 magnetic anti-tank grenade

Anti-tank and anti-aircraft weapons
7.92mm Panzerbüsche (PzB) 38 anti-tank rifle
7.92mm Panzerbüsche (PzB) 39 anti-tank rifle
3.7cm PaK 35/36 anti-tank gun
5cm PaK 38 anti-tank gun
7.5cm PaK 40 heavy anti-tank gun
8.8cm PaK 43 heavy anti-tank gun
Faustpatrone 30 anti-tank rocket
Raketenpanzerbüsche (RPzB) 54 anti-tank rocket-launcher
2cm Flugabwehrkanone (FlaK) 30
2cm Flugabwehrkanone (FlaK) 38
8.8cm Flugabwehrkanone (FlaK) 18, 36 and 41

Artillery
10.5cm Leichte Feldhaubitze (leFH) 18 light field howitzer
7.5cm Leichte Feldkanone (leFK) 18
7.5cm Feldkanone (FK) 40
10cm Kanone (K) 18
15cm Schwere Feldhaubitze (sFH) 18 heavy field howitzer
21cm Mörser (Mrs) 18 heavy howitzer



Armoured cars and halftracks
Armoured cars
Sd.Kfz.221
Sd.Kfz.222
Sd.Kfz.223
Sd.Kfz.231
Sd.Kfz.234
Sd.Kfz.260
Sd.Kfz.261
Sd.Kfz.263

Artillery prime mover halftracks
Sd.Kfz.2
Sd.Kfz.6
Sd.Kfz.7
Sd.Kfz.8
Sd.Kfz.9
Sd.Kfz.10
Sd.Kfz.11

Light armoured reconnaissance halftracks
Sd.Kfz.250 series (12 variants)

Light ammunition carrier halftracks
Sd.Kfz.252
Sd.Kfz.253

Medium armoured personnel carrier halftracks
Sd.Kfz.251 (22 variants)

Panzers
Pz.Kpfw.III (later variants) Pz.Kpfw.VI Tiger.I
Pz.Kpfw.IV (later variants) Pz.Kpfw.VI Tiger.II
Pz.Kpfw.V Panther  

Assault guns and tank destroyers



Sturmgeschütz (StuG.III) (later variants) Panzerjäger Hummel
Sturmgeschütz (StuG.IV) Panzerjäger Wespe
Panzerjäger Marder.I Jagdpanzer.IV/70 tank destroyer
Panzerjäger Marder.II Jagdpanzer.38(t) Hetzer
Panzerjäger Marder.III Jagdpanzer.V Jagdpanther
Panzerjager Nashorn  



Appendix II

Ranks

German Army Waffen-SS British Army

Gemeiner, Landser Schutze Private
– Oberschutze –
Grenadier Sturmmann Lance Corporal
Obergrenadier – –
Gefreiter Rottenführer Corporal
Obergefreiter Unterscharführer –
Stabsgefreiter – –
Unteroffizier Scharführer Sergeant
Unterfeldwebel Oberscharführer Colour Sergeant
Feldwebel – –
Oberfeldwebel Hauptscharführer Sergeant Major
Stabsfeldwebel Hauptbereitschaftsleiter –
– Sturmscharführer Warrant Officer
Leutnant Untersturmführer Second Lieutenant
Oberleutnant Obersturmführer First Lieutenant
Hauptmann Hauptsturmführer Captain
Major Sturmbannführer Major
Oberstleutnant Obersturmbannführer Lieutenant Colonel
Oberst Standartenführer Colonel
– Oberführer Brigadier General
Generalmajor Brigadeführer Major General
Generalleutnant Gruppenführer Lieutenant General
General Obergruppenführer General
Generaloberst Oberstgruppenführer –
Generalfeldmarschall Reichsführer-SS –



Appendix III

Waffen-SS: Kursk Order of
Battle

11.SS.Panzer-Korps – SS.Obergruppenführer
Paul Hausser
1.SS.Panzergrenadier-Division Leibstandarte
Adolf Hitler
SS.Brigadeführer Wisch: 1.SS.Panzer-Regiment,
1.SS.Panzergrenadier-Regiment,
2.SS.Panzergrenadier-Regiment, 1.SS.Panzer-Artillerie-Regiment,
1.SS.Panzer-Reconnaissance-Bataillon, 1.SS.Panzer-Engineer-
Bataillon, 1.SS.Flak-Bataillon.
Strength: 106 tanks and 35 assault guns.

2.SS.Panzergrenadier-Division Das Reich
SS.Grupppenführer Kruger: 1.SS.Panzer-Regiment,
3.SS.Panzergrenadier-Regiment
Deutschland, 4.SS.Panzergrenadier-Regiment Der Führer,
2.SS.Panzer-Artillerie-Regiment, 2.SS.Panzer-Reconnaissance-
Bataillon,



2.SS.Flak-Bataillon, 2.SS.Panzer-Engineer-Bataillon, 2.SS.Flak-
Bataillon.
Strength: 145 tanks and 34 assault guns.

3.SS.Panzergrenadier-Division Totenkopf
SS.Brigadeführer Priess: 3.SS.Panzer-Regiment,
5.SS.Panzergrenadier-Regiment Thule,
6.SS.Panzergrenadier-Regiment Theodor Eicke, 3.SS.Panzer-
Artillerie-Regiment,
3.SS.Panzer-Reconnaissance-Bataillon, 3.SS.Flak-Bataillon,
3.SS.Panzer-Engineer-Bataillon, 3.SS.Flak-Bataillon.
Strength: 139 tanks and 35 assault guns.

122.Artillerie-Command [Arko]
1.Feld-Howitzer-Detachment, 861.Artillerie-Regiment (mot);
1.Feld-Howitzer-Detachment, 3.Bataillon, 818.Artillerie-Regiment
(mot);
3.Smoke-Truppen; 55.Werfer-Regiment; 1.Werfer-Lehr-Regiment

680.Pionier-Regiment
627.Pionier-Bataillon (mot), 666.Pionier-Bataillon (mot).
Strength: 390 tanks and 104 assault guns.



Appendix IV

Waffen-SS Divisions: Order Of
Battle 1943–45

1.SS-Panzer-Division Leibstandarte Adolf
Hitler
General composition
1943
SS-Grenadier-Regiment 1
SS-Grenadier-Regiment 2
Panzer-Regiment 1
Sturmgeschütz-Abteilung
Aufklärung-Abteilung
Artillerie-Regiment
Panzerjäger-Abteilung
FlaK-Abteilung
Pionier-Bataillon
Nachrichten-Abteilung
Wirtschafts-Bataillon
Sanitäts-Abteilung
Nachschub-Deinst
Instandsetzung-Abteilung
VII.LSSAH



1944
Stab der Division
SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment 1
SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment 2
SS-Panzer-Aufklärung-Abteilung 1
SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung
SS-Panzer-Artillerie-Regiment
SS-FlaK-Abteilung 1
SS-Panzer-Pionier-Bataillon
SS-Panzer-Nachrichten-Abteilung

Area of operations
Early 1943 – France (refit)
Summer 1943 – ???
Late 1943 – France (refit)
June 1944 – Normandy
December 1944 – Ardennes
February 1945 – Hungary

2.SS-Panzer-Division Das Reich
General composition
SS-Standarte Germania (removed from division November 1940)
3.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment Deutschland
4.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment Der Fuhrer
SS-Infanterie-Regiment Langemarck (removed summer 1943)
SS-Infanterie-Regiment 11 (disbanded November 1940)
2.SS-Panzer-Regiment
2.SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung
2.SS-Sturmgeschütz-Abteilung
2.SS-Panzer-Artillerie-Regiment
2.SS-FlaK-Abteilung 2.SS-Werfer-Abteilung
2.SS-Panzer-Nachrichten-Abteilung
2.SS-Panzer-Aufklärung-Abteilung
2.SS-Panzer-Pionier-Bataillon
2.SS-Kradschützen-Bataillon
2.SS-DiNA 2.SS-Feldlazarett



2.SS-Kriegsberichter-Zug
2.SS-Feldgendarmerie-Trupp
2.SS-Feldersatz-Bataillon

Area of operations
Early 1943 – France
February 1943 – Southern Russia
Early 1944 – France
July 1944 – Normandy
December 1944 – Ardennes
February 1945 – Hungary
May 1945 – Bohemia

3.SS-Panzer-Division Totenkopf
General composition
5.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment Thule
6.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment Theodor Eicke
2.SS-Totenkopf-Infanterie-Regiment 4 (disbanded autumn 1942)
3.SS-Panzer-Regiment
3.SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung
3.SS-Sturmgeschütz-Abteilung
3.SS-Panzer-Artillerie-Regiment
3.SS-FlaK-Abteilung
3.SS-Werfer-Abteilung
3.SS-Panzer-Nachrichten-Abteilung
3.SS-Panzer-Aufklarung-Abteilung
3.SS-Panzer-Pionier-Bataillon
3.SS-DiNA
3.SS-Feldlazarett, etc.
3.SS-Kriegsberichter-Zug
3.SS-Feldgendarmerie-Trupp
3.SS-Feldersatz-Bataillon
SS-Heimwehr-Danzig
Freikorps Danmark

Area of operations



January 1943 – France
March 1943 – Eastern Front
April 1944 – Ukraine
July 1944 – Poland
February 1945 – Hungary
April/May 1945 – Austria

4.SS-Polizei-Panzergrenadier-Division
General composition
SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment 7
SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment 8
SS-Panzer-Abteilung 4
SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung 4
SS-Sturmgeschütz-Abteilung 4
SS-Artillerie-Regiment 4
SS-FlaK-Abteilung 4
SS-Nachrichten-Abteilung 4
SS-Panzer-Aufklarung-Abteilung 4
SS-Pionier-Bataillon 4
SS-DiNA 4
SS-Panzer-Instandsetzung-Abteilung 4
SS-Wirtschafts-Bataillon 4
SS-Sanitats-Abteilung 4
SS-Polizei-Veterinar-Kompanie 4
SS-Kriegsberichter-Zug 4
SS-Feldgendarmerie-Trupp 4
SS-Feldersatz-Bataillon 4

Area of operations
February 1943 – Leningrad
August 1944 – Yugoslavia
September 1944 – Ukraine
October 1944 – Hungary
March/April 1945 – West Prussia

5.SS-Panzer-Division Wiking



General composition
SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment 9 Germania
SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment 10 Westland
SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment Nordland (withdrawn from division in

1943)
Estnische SS-Freiwilligen-Panzergrenadier-Bataillon Narwa

(withdrawn in 1944)
Finnisches Freiwilligen-Bataillon der Waffen-SS
SS-Sturmbrigade Wallonien
SS-Panzer-Regiment 5
SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung 5
SS-Sturmgeschütz-Abteilung 5
SS-Sturmgeschütz-Batterie 5
SS-Panzer-Artillerie-Regiment 5
SS-FlaK-Abteilung 5
SS-Werfer-Abteilung 5
SS-Panzer-Nachrichten-Abteilung 5
SS-Panzer-Aufklärung-Abteilung 5
SS-Panzer-Pionier-Bataillon 5
SS-DiNA 5
SS-Instandsetzung-Abteilung 5
SS-Wirtschafts-Bataillon 5
SS-Sanitäts-Abteilung 5
SS-Feldlazarett 5
SS-Kriegsberichter-Zug 5
SS-Feldgendarmerie-Trupp 5
SS-Feldersatz-Bataillon 5
1./SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment 23 Norge
1./SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment 24 Danmark

Area of operations
January 1943 – Eastern Front River Don
March 1943 – Southern Russia
April 1944 – Central Russia
August 1944 – Poland
January 1945 – Hungary
May 1945 – Austria



6.SS-Gebirgs-Division Nord
General composition
Stab der Division
SS-Gebirgsjäger Regiment 11 Reinhardt Heydrich
SS-Gebirgsjäger Regiment 12 Michael Gaissmair
SS-Panzergrenadier-Abteilung 506
SS-Infanterie-Regiment (mot) 5
SS-Infanterie-Regiment 9 (removed from division in 1943)
SS-Schutzen-Abteilung (mot) 6
SS-Gebirgs-Panzerjäger-Abteilung 6
SS-Sturmgeschütz-Batterie 6
SS-Gebirgs-Artillerie-Regiment 6
SS-FlaK-Abteilung 6
SS-Gebirgs-Nachrichten-Abteilung (mot?) 6
SS-Gebirgs-Aufklärung-Abteilung (mot) 6
SS-Gebirgs-Pionier-Abteilung 6
SS-Ski-Jäger-Abteilung (Norwegisches)
SS-Ski-Jäger-Abteilung Norwegen or Norge
SS-DiNA 6
SS-Bekleidung-Instandsetzung-Kompanie 6
SS-Sanitäts-Kompanie 6
SS-Veterinar-Kompanie 6
SS-Kriegsberichter-Zug 6
SS-Feldgendarmerie-Trupp 6
SS-Og Politikompani

Area of operations
January 1943 – Finland
August/November 1943 – Finland/Norway
March/April 1945 – Germany

7.SS-Freiwilligen-Gebirgs-Division Prinz
Eugen
General composition
SS Mountain Infantry Regiment 1



SS Mountain Infantry Regiment 2
SS Motorcycle Battalion
SS Cavalry Battalion
SS Panzer Battalion
SS Mountain Artillery Regiment
SS Engineer Battalion
SS Intelligence Battalion
SS Mountain Jäger Replacement Battalion
Supply troops

Later, the following were added:

SS Reconnaissance Battalion
SS Panzerjäger Battalion
SS Motorcycle Rifle Battalion
SS FlaK Unit

Its final composition was as follows:

SS Volunteer Mountain Jäger Regiment
SS Volunteer Mountain Jäger Regiment
SS Volunteer Mountain Artillery Regiment 7
SS Panzer Unit 7
SS Panzer Company
SS Mountain Panzerjäger Unit 7
SS Cavalry Unit 7
SS Assault Gun Battery 7
SS FlaK Unit 7
SS FlaK Company
SS Mountain Intelligence Unit 7
SS Volunteer Mountain Reconnaissance Unit 7 (mot)
SS Panzer Reconnaissance Platoon
SS Cycle Battalion
SS Cycle Reconnaissance Unit 7
SS Mountain Engineer Battalion
SS Mountain Rifle Battalion
SS Supply Company 7
SS Repair Shop Company/Platoon



SS Storekeeping Battalion 7
SS Medical Unit 7
SS Volunteer Mountain Veterinary Company 7
SS Volunteer Mountain Intelligence Platoon 7
SS Propaganda Platoon
SS Field Police Platoon 7
SS Field Replacement Battalion 7
SS Repair Unit 7
SS Geological Battalion

Area of operations
January 1943 to 1945 – Yugoslavia

8.SS-Kavallerie-Division Florian Geyer
Divisional composition
SS-Kavallerie-Brigade
SS-Kavallerie-Division
8.SS-Kavallerie-Division
8.SS-Kavallerie-Division Florian Geyer

Area of operations
January 1943 – Russian Central Front
September 1943 – Russian Southern Front
October 1943 – Hungary (occupation duties)
April 1944 – Yugoslavia
September 1944 – Ukraine
October 1944 to February 1945 – Hungary

9.SS-Panzer-Division Hohenstaufen
General composition
19.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment
20.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment
9.SS-Panzer-Regiment 9.SS-Artillerie-Regiment
9.SS-Aufklärung-Abteilung
9.SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung
9.SS-FlaK-Abteilung



9.SS-Pionier-Abteilung
9.SS-Panzer-Nachrichten-Abteilung
9th SS Divisional Support Units
(The division’s original 1.SS and 2.SS
Panzergrenadier-Regiments were renamed as the 19.SS and 20.SS
Panzergrenadier-Regiments on 23.10.43)

Area of operations
January 1943 – France
April 1944 – Ukraine
July 1944 – Normandy
September 1944 – Holland
December 1944 – Ardennes
February/April 1945 – Hungary

10.SS-Panzer-Division Frundsberg
General composition
June 1943
1.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment Frundsberg
2.SS-Panzergrenaider-Regiment Frundsberg
10.SS-Panzer-Regiment
10.SS-Kradschutzen-Regiment
SS Sturmgeschütz-Abteilung
SS Panzerjäger-Abteilung
SS FlaK-Abteilung
SS Pionier-Abteilung
SS Panzer-Nachrichten-Abteilung
10th SS Divisional Support Units

October 1943
21.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment
22.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment
10.SS-Panzer-Regiment
10.SS-Aufklärung-Abteilung
10.SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung
10.SS-FlaK-Abteilung



10.SS-Pionier-Abteilung
10.SS-Panzer-Nachrichten-Abteilung 10th SS Divisional Support

Units
(In October 1943 this division was given the number 10 and the
official title of Frundsberg, while the 1st and 2nd SS-
Panzergrenadier-Regiments were renumbered as the 21st and 22nd
Panzergrenadier-Regiments)

Area of operations
January 1943 – Southern France
November 1943 – Northern France
April 1944 – Ukraine
July 1944 – Normandy
September 1944 – Holland
December 1944 – Belgium
February/April 1945 – Germany

11.SS-Panzergrenadier-Freiwilligen-Division
Nordland
Area of operations
September 1943 – Yugoslavia
December 1943 – Leningrad
March 1944 – Narva
November 1944 – Pomerania
April/May 1945 – Germany
12.SS-Panzer-Division Hitlerjugend

General composition
July 1943
1.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment Hitlerjugend
2.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment Hitlerjugend
12.SS-Panzer-Regiment
12.SS-Artillerie-Regiment
12.SS-Kradschutzen-Regiment
12.SS-Aufklärung-Abteilung
12.SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung



12.SS-Werfer-Abteilung
12.SS-FlaK-Abteilung
12.SS-Pionier-Abteilung
12.SS-Panzer-Nachrichten-Abteilung
12th SS Divisional Support Units

October 1943
25.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment Hitlerjugend
26.SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment Hitlerjugend
12.SS-Panzer-Regiment
12.SS-Artillerie-Regiment
12.SS-Kradschutzen-Regiment
12.SS-Aufklärung-Abteilung
12.SS-Kradschutzen-Regiment
12.SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung
12.SS-Werfer-Abteilung
12.SS-FlaK-Abteilung
12.SS-Pionier-Abteilung
12.SS-Panzer-Nachrichten-Abteilung
12th SS Divisional Support Units

Area of operations
July 1944 – Normandy
September 1944 – Belgium
January 1945 – Ardennes
February 1945 – Hungary
May 1945 – Austria

13.Waffen-Gebirgs-Division der SS
Handschar (Kroat. Nr.1)
Divisional composition
Kroatische SS-Freiwilligen-Division
Kroatische SS-Freiwilligen-Gebirgs-Division
13.SS-Freiwilligen-bosn.herzogow.Gebirgs-Division (Kroatien)
13.Waffen-Gebirgs-Division der SS Handschar (Kroatische Nr.1)



Area of operations
January 1944 – Yugoslavia
December 1944 to April 1945 – Hungary

14.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS
(Ukrainische Nr.1)
Divisional composition
SS-Freiwilligen-Division Galizien
14.Galizische SS-Freiwilligen-Division
14.Galizische SS-Freiwilligen-Infanterie-Division
14.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS (Galizische Nr.1)
14.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS (Ukrainische Nr.1)

Area of operations
July 1944 – Ukraine
April 1945 – Austria

15.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS (Lett.
Nr.1)
Divisional composition
Lettische SS-Freiwilligen Legion
Lettische SS-Freiwilligen-Division
15.Lettische SS-Freiwilligen-Division
15.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS (Lettische Nr.1)

Area of operations
December 1943 – Russian Northern Front
February 1945 – West Prussia
March 1945 – Kurland

16.SS-Panzergrenadier-Division
Reichsführer SS
Divisional composition



Begleit-Bataillon Reichsführer SS
Sturmbrigade Reichsführer SS
16.SS-Panzergrenadier-Division Reichsführer SS

Area of operations
June 1944 – Italy
February 1945 – Hungary
April/May 1945 – Austria

17.SS-Panzergrenadier-Division Gotz von
Berlichingen
Divisional composition
SS-Panzergrenadier-Division Gotz von Berlichingen
17.SS-Panzergrenadier-Division Gotz von Berlichingen

General composition
SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment 37
SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment 38
SS-Panzer-Abteilung 17
SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung 17
SS-Sturmgeschütz-Abteilung 17
SS-Artillerie-Regiment 17
SS-FlaK-Abteilung 17
SS-Nachrichten-Abteilung 17
SS-Panzer-Aufklärung-Abteilung 17
SS-Pionier-Bataillon 17
SS-Divisions-Nachschubtruppen 17
SS-Panzer-Instandsetzung-Abteilung 17
SS-Wirtschafts-Bataillon
SS-Sanitäts-Abteilung 17
SS-Feldpostamt 17
SS-Kriegsberichter-Zug 17
SS-Feldgendarmerie-Kompanie 17
SS-Feldersatz-Bataillon 17

Area of operations



June 1944 – Normandy
August 1944 – Champaign
October 1944 – Saarpfalz
April 1945 – Germany

18.SS-Freiwilligen-Panzergrenadier-Division
Horst Wessel
Divisional composition
SS-Brigade (mot)
1.SS-Brigade (mot)
1.SS-Infanterie-Brigade (mot)
18.SS-Freiwilligen-Panzergrenadier-Division Horst Wessel

Area of operations
August 1944 – Ukraine
November 1944 – Hungary
January 1945 – Slovakia
April 1945 – Schlesien

19.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS (Lett.
Nr.2)
Divisional composition
SS-Brigade (mot) 2
Lettische SS-Freiwilligen-Brigade
2.Lettische SS-Freiwilligen-Brigade
19.Lettische SS-Freiwilligen-Division
19.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS (Lett. Nr.2)

Area of operations
April 1944 – Northern Front Russia
November 1944 to April 1945 – Kurland

20.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS
(Estnische Nr.1)



Divisional composition
Estnische SS-Legion
Estnische SS-Freiwilligen-Brigade
3.Estnische SS-Freiwilligen Brigade
20.Estnische SS-Freiwilligen-Division
20.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS (Estnische Nr.1)

Area of operations
March/October 1944 – Estonia
February/April 1945 – Schlesien

21.Waffen-Gebirgs-Division der SS
Skanderbeg (Alban. Nr.1)
Divisional composition
Waffen-Gebirgs-Division der SS Skanderbeg (Alban. Nr.1)
21.Waffen-Gebirgs-Division der SS Skanderbeg (Alban. Nr.1)

Area of operations
June/September 1944 – Albania
October/November 1944 – Yugoslavia
December 1944 to January 1945 – Croatia

22.SS-Freiwilligen-Kavallerie-Division Maria
Theresia
Area of operations
July 1944 to February 1945 – Hungary

23.SS-Freiwilligen-Panzergrenadier-Division
Nederland
Divisional composition
October 1943
48.SS-Freiwilligen-Panzergrenadier-Regiment General Seyffard
49.SS-Freiwilligen-Panzergrenadier-Regiment De Ruyter



23.SS-Artillerie-Regiment
23.SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung
23.SS-Aufklärung-Abteilung
23.SS-Pionier-Abteilung
23.SS-Nachrichten-Abteilung
23.SS-Feldersatz-Bataillon
23.SS Divisional Support Units

May 1944
48.SS-Freiwilligen-Panzergrenadier-Regiment General Seyffard
49.SS-Freiwilligen-Panzergrenadier-Regiment De Ruyter
23.SS-Artillerie-Regiment
23.SS-Aufklärung-Abteilung
23.SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung
23.SS-Pionier-Abteilung
23.SS-Nachrichten-Abteilung
23.SS-Feldersatz-Abteilung
23.SS Divisional Support Units

Area of operations
February/April 1945 – Pommern

23.Waffen-Gebirgs-Division der SS Kama
(Kroat. Nr.2)
Divisional composition
Waffen-Gebirgs-Division
23.SS-Gebirgs-Division
23.Waffen-Gebirgs-Division der SS Kama (Kroat. Nr.2)

General composition
Waffen-Gebirgsjäger-Regiment der SS 55 (Kroat. Nr.3)
Waffen-Gebirgsjäger-Regiment der SS 56 (Kroat. Nr.4)
SS-Gebirgs-Artillerie-Regiment 23
SS-Aufklärung-Abteilung 23
SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung 23
SS-FlaK-Abteilung 23



SS-Pionier-Bataillon 23
SS-Gebirgs-Nachrichten-Abteilung 23
SS-Gebirgs-Sanitäts-Abteilung
SS-Feldersatz-Bataillon 23

Area of operations
1944 – Balkans

24.Waffen-Gebirgs-(Karstjäger)-Division der
SS
Divisional composition
SS-Karstwehr-Kompanie
SS-Karstwehr-Abteilung
Waffen-Gebirgs-(Karstjager)-Division der SS
24.Waffen-Gebirgs-(Karstjager)-Division der SS

Area of operations
Used for anti-partisan duties in Istrien from 9.44. Surrendered 5.45 at
Isonzo to British forces.

25.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS
Hunyadi (Ung. Nr.1)
Area of operations
January/April 1945 – Germany

26.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS (Ung.
Nr.2)
Area of operations
March/April 1945 – Germany

27.SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Division
Langemarck



Divisional composition
SS-Freiwilligen Standarte Nordwest
SS-Freiwilligen Verband Flandern (Landesverband Flandern)
SS-Bataillon Flandern
SS-Freiwilligen Legion Flandern
SS-Freiwilligen Sturmbrigade Langemarck
6.SS-Freiwilligen-Sturmbrigade Langemarck
27.SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Division Langemarck

Area of operations
February/April 1945 – Pommern

28.SS-Freiwilligen-Panzergrenadier-Division
Wallonien
Divisional composition
Wallonische Legion
SS-Freiwilligen-Brigade Wallonien
SS-Sturmbrigade Wallonien
5.SS-Freiwilligen-Sturmbrigade Wallonien
SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Division Wallonien
28.SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Division Wallonien
28.SS-Freiwilligen-Panzergrenadier-Division Wallonien

Area of operations
February/April 1945 – Pommern

29.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS
(Russische Nr.1)
Area of operations
Planned formation 1 August 1944 in the Warsaw area from the
Brigade Kaminski but this was cancelled due to the unreliability of
the troops. Brigade Kaminski was used to combat the uprising in
Warsaw that raged during August 1944.



29.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS (Ital.
Nr.1)
Divisional composition
1.Italienische Freiwilligen-Sturmbrigade Milizia Armata
1.Sturmbrigade Italienische Freiwilligen-Legion
Waffen-Grenadier-Brigade der SS (Italienische Nr.1)
29.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS (Ital. Nr.1)

General composition
81.Waffen-Grenadier-Regiment der SS
82.Waffen-Grenadier-Regiment der SS
29.SS-Artillerie-Regiment
29.SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung
29.SS-Fusilier-Bataillon
29.SS-Nachrichten-Kompanie
29.SS-Pionier-Kompanie
29th SS Divisional Support Units

Area of operations
March 1945 – Italy (formed from Waffen-Grenadier-Brigade der SS

(Ital. Nr.1)

30.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS
(Russische Nr.2)
Divisional composition
Schutzmannschaft-Brigade Siegling

30.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS
(Russische Nr.2)
General composition
75.Waffen-SS-Grenadier-Regiment
76.Waffen-SS-Grenadier-Regiment
77.Waffen-SS-Grenadier-Regiment
30.Waffen-SS-Artillerie-Regiment



30.SS-Aufklärung-Abteilung
30.SS-Pionier-Abteilung
30.SS-Nachrichten-Abteilung
30.SS-Feldersatz-Bataillon
30.SS Divisional Support Units

Area of operations
October 1944 – Belfort (reserve)
December 1944 – Oberrhein

30.Waffen-Grenadier-Division SS Nr.1
Divisional composition
Schutzmannschaft-Brigade Siegling
30.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS (Russische Nr.2)
Waffen-Grenadier-Brigade der SS (Weißruthenische)
30.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS (Weißruthenische Nr.1)

Area of operations
March/April 1945 – Grafenwöhr

Commander
Standtenführer Hans Siegling, 10.2.45 – ??.4.45

31.SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Division
Area of operations
November 1944 – Hungary
February/May 1945 – Eastern Front/Germany

32.SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Division
30.Januar
General composition
86.SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Regiment
87.SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Regiment
88.SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Regiment



32.SS-Freiwilligen-Artillerie-Regiment
32.Waffen-SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung
32.Waffen-SS-Fusilier-Abteilung
32.Waffen-SS-FlaK-Abteilung
32.Waffen-SS-Pionier-Abteilung
32.Waffen-SS-Nachrichten-Abteilung
32.Waffen-SS-Feldersatz-Bataillon
32.SS Divisional Support Units

Area of operations
February/April 1945 – Frankfurt/Oder

33.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS
Charlemagne
Divisional composition
Französische SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Regiment
Französische SS-Freiwilligen-Sturmbrigade and

verst.Franz.Gren.Inf.Reg.638 (LVF)
Waffen-Grenadier-Brigade der SS Charlemagne (Französische Nr.1)
33.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS Charlemagne (Französische

Nr.1)

General composition
SS-Waffen-Grenadier-Regiment 57
SS-Waffen-Grenadier-Regiment 58
33.SS-Artillerie-Bataillon
33.SS-Panzerjäger-Bataillon
33.SS-Pionier-Kompanie
33.SS-Nachrichten-Kompanie
33.SS-Feldersatz-Kompanie
33rd SS Divisional Support Units

Area of operations
February/March 1945 – Pommern
April 1945 – Berlin



34.SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Division
Landstorm Nederland
Divisional composition
SS-Grenadier-Regiment 1 Landwacht Nederland
SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Brigade Landstorm Nederland
34.SS-Freiwilligen-Grenadier-Division Landstorm Nederland

Area of operations
March/April 1945 – Holland

35.SS Polizei-Grenadier-Division
General composition
89.SS und Polizei-Grenadier-Regiment
90.SS und Polizei-Grenadier-Regiment
91.SS und Polizei-Grenadier-Regiment
35.SS und Polizei-Artillerie-Regiment
35.SS und Polizei-Panzerjäger-Abteilung
35.SS und Polizei-Fusilier-Abteilung
35.SS und Polizei-Pionier-Abteilung
35.SS und Polizei-Nachrichten-Abteilung
35th SS Supply and Support units

Area of operations
March 1945 – River Oder

36.Waffen-Grenadier-Division der SS
Divisional composition
Wilddiebkommando Oranienburg
Sonderkommando Dr. Dirlewanger
SS-Sonderbataillon Dirlewanger
SS-Regiment Dirlewanger
SS-Sonderregiment Dirlewanger
SS-Sturmbrigade Dirlewanger
36.Waffen-Grenadier-Division



General composition
72.Waffen-Grenadier-Regiment der SS
73.Waffen-Grenadier-Regiment der SS
Panzer-Abteilung
687.Pionier-Brigade (Heer)
1244.Grenadier-Regiment
Parts of the 681.Schwere-Panzerjäger-Abteilung
Various divisional support elements

Area of operations
April 1945 – Lausitz

37.SS-Freiwilligen-Kavallerie-Division
Area of operations
March/April 1945 – Hungary

38.SS-Grenadier-Division Nibelungen
Divisional composition
SS-Junkerschule Bad Tölz
SS-Division Junkerschule
38.SS-Grenadier-Division Nibelungen

General composition
SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment 95
SS-Panzergrenadier-Regiment 96
SS-Artillerie-Abteilung 38
SS-Panzerjäger-Abteilung 38
SS-Pionier-Abteilung 38
SS-Ausbildung und Ersatz Abteilung 38
38th Divisional Support Units

Area of operations
April 1945 – Upper Bavaria
8 May 1945 – surrendered to American forces



Appendix V

Combat Uniforms of the
Waffen-SS 1943–45

General information notes
This section is not meant as a definitive reference to the combat
uniforms worn by all the Waffen-SS divisions that saw active service
during the latter part of the war but simply to inform the reader of the
general uniforms seen on the battlefront in 1943–45.

Tunics:
The Waffen-SS service uniforms worn between 1943 and 1945 were
generally designed as the typical army-pattern M1940 tunic. They
were field-grey in colour and manufactured from a mixed wool/rayon
material. The tunic had four box-pleated patch pockets. The collar
patches displayed the typical wartime machine-embroidered runes or
insignia of the attached division and the shoulder straps were piped
in a number of different colours according to rank. On the left sleeve
was the standard machine-embroidered eagle and chevron, also
displaying rank. The most prominent piece of insignia was the cuff
title worn by all premier SS formations. The lesser divisions – better
known as non-German volunteer SS divisions – wore tunics that
varied considerably in quality. The design of the tunic was almost
universal but the volunteers, presumably to retain the individual



soldier’s national pride, normally wore the divisional emblem patch
on the right collar, together with the national arm shield and the cuff
title.

Camouflage smocks and uniforms
The Waffen-SS were the first soldiers in the world to be issued with
camouflage clothing on a large scale. These camouflage printed
uniforms became as much the hallmark of the Waffen-SS as the
runes worn on their collars. The patterns, however, were quite varied
and as a consequence a multitude of camouflage designs were
developed during the war. The camouflage jacket or smock was a
very popular piece of uniform and was supposed to be worn over the
wool service uniform and field equipment. This loose-fitting
reversible smock was made from a high-quality water-repellent
cotton duck material; one side usually screen-printed in a
spring/summer colour scheme and the reverse showing
autumn/winter colours. From 1943 onwards the camouflage patterns
varied considerably from the early 1940 oak-leaf camouflage smock,
the M1942 second type of oak-leaf and palm-tree camouflage
pattern and the M1943 ‘pea’ pattern drill camouflage uniform to the
M1944 ‘pea’ pattern. It was not uncommon to see Waffen-SS
soldiers in 1943–45 wearing a combination of the M1943 drill and
M1944 herringbone twill camouflage uniforms. The difference in
colour was quite apparent between the predominantly ochre-yellow
1943 jacket or trousers and the pinkish-brown hue of the 1944
version.

Another item of camouflage clothing worn by the Waffen-SS was
the M1937-style camouflage tunic. This was made of herringbone
twill, printed with ‘pea’ pattern camouflage and resembled the classic
M1937 tunic, since it had pleated breast pockets with flaps lined with
artificial silk.

In 1944 the camouflage blouse was introduced. This waist-length
blouse roughly resembled the M1944 feldbluse or the British
battledress blouse in cut, although with open patch pockets. It was
made from Zeltbahn material with autumn colours on the outside but
was not reversible. Heer Panzer crews also wore SS style



camouflage jackets in the summer months as they were lighter and
far more comfortable than the heavier, black, clothing normally worn
by tank crewmen, which sometimes led to Heer personnel being
mistaken for Waffen SS.

Winter uniforms
The most universal item of winter clothing worn by the Waffen-SS
was the two-piece snowsuit. This shapeless two-piece garment
consisting of a white jacket and trousers was commonly worn by the
SS, especially the volunteer combat formations. Another form of
white snow camouflage clothing was a long overall coat that
buttoned right down the front of the garment: large and shapeless, it
was worn without a belt over any uniform and all equipment.
However, the snowsuit tended to restrict the wearer’s freedom of
movement and was not very popular by late 1943.

One of the most popular items of winter clothing was the reversible
padded uniform that was worn by both the Heer and Waffen-SS in
the later war years. This padded grey/white suit was produced in the
winter of 1942–43 and was the first truly reversible cold-weather
uniform offering both concealment and extra warmth made available
to the troops on the Eastern Front in large numbers. Originally the
suit was in a grey-green shade, although the SS had them produced
in a darker steel-grey colour.

Another garment worn by the SS in the latter period of the war was
the Italian fur-lined, padded over-jacket, made from captured Italian
camouflage material in 1944. The jacket was designed large enough
to be worn over field equipment so that a soldier’s weapons and
ammunition could also be kept warm in the extreme arctic
conditions. In very cold weather the hood could be easily tightened
around the head and helmet.

Panzer uniform
The most common armoured uniform worn by the Panzer units of the
Waffen-SS was the special black armoured crew uniform. The SS
Panzer uniforms varied from that of the army version with smaller



and more rounded lapels and lacking the pink upper lapel piping
initially worn by all army ranks. The black uniform was a very
practical garment for all types of duty and was still seen in 1943
when the camouflage clothing specifically for armoured crews was
introduced.

The armoured crews’ camouflage overalls were designed entirely
for concealment when the crewman was away from his vehicle. The
garment was reversible with autumn browns inside and a green oak-
leaf pattern for the spring and summer.

Another popular variation of the armoured uniform was a reed-
green two-piece garment. However, by January 1944 it was decided
to replace it with a two-piece printed ‘pea’ pattern camouflage
version. There were three slightly different models manufactured but
the cut did not vary.

Assault gun uniform
When designing the uniform for crews of tank destroyers and self-
propelled assault guns serving in the Panzer and Panzergrenadier
divisions, the Germans decided to use the same style and practical
cut of the black Panzer uniform to produce a new version known as
the self-propelled gun crew uniform. This special version was made
entirely of field-grey cloth with the same details of cut and design as
those of the black Panzer uniform; however, it did differ in respect of
the SS collar insignia.

A variation of the assault gun uniform introduced in the later part of
the war was a ‘pea’-style herringbone camouflage jacket with pointed
lapels.

Steel helmet
The most distinctive universal headgear issued to the Waffen-SS
was the steel helmet. In particular during the second half of the war
the SS wore three models of this: the basic M1935, the M1940 and
the final M1942 pattern. By 1943 most of the steel helmets were
predominantly covered with camouflage cloth that was held in place
by an envelope of material that slipped over the peak and by three



small sprung clips, one on either side and one at the rear. The fabric,
normally matching the camouflage smock, was printed on both sides
in contrasting seasonal colour schemes for spring/summer and
autumn/winter. However, even as late as 1943 there were still
Waffen-SS soldiers – including those in the premier SS divisions –
who wore the single decal steel helmets without the camouflage
fabric covering. The helmets had their shiny surface disguised by
soldiers daubing them with mud and camouflaging them with
anything available, from vehicle paint to winter whitewash. In fact, by
1943 some artistic SS troops began to mimic the various dot
camouflage uniform patterns by applying paint to the helmet while
covering it with chicken-wire netting. The colours varied but on many
examples soldiers applied browns, greens and ochre shades similar
to those specifically issued to camouflage vehicles from mid-1943
onwards.
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